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I N T R O D U C T I O N
The Standard Model (SM) has achieved great success thanks to the tests
of the last decades. Despite these results, it doesn’t seem to be the ultimate
theory of physics. The presence of dark matter in the universe as long as
other hints coming from high energy experiments are good motivations to
look for New Physics (NP) beyond the SM.
One of the most prominent candidates for a theory beyond the SM has
been supersymmetry (SUSY) since its first developments in the late seven-
ties. Within the framework of this theory, it has become harder and harder
during the time to accomodate the experimental results that seem to push
higher and higher the scale of the supersymmetric partners of the SM fields.
Nevertheless, some new ideas able to explain what has been observed so
far have emerged. In particular, taking into account a definite hierarchy
in the spectrum of the Susy particles the difficulties emerged in explaining
the precision tests of the CKM matrix and the results of CP violation ex-
periments related to this picture seems to be overcome, at least to a certain
extent. Moreover, a hierarchical spectrum explains somewhat naturally the
fact that we haven’t seen any Susy particles so far.
For what concern the flavour sector, interesting results can be achieved
introducing a symmetry in the flavour space of the type U(2)3 i.e. U(2)Q×
U(2)u ×U(2)d. A similar idea has already been taken in consideration in
the nineties [6, 7] with the introduction of a universal U(2) flavour symme-
try. However, the single U(2) model had some difficulties in predicting the
amplitudes of a few rare processes. This is why a larger flavour symmetry,
namely U(2)3, has been considered with renewed interest in [8]. The impli-
cations that this flavour symmetry has on B and K decay observables that
will be measured in the following years have been studied in a few works. It
is especially of worth to quote the study of the ∆F = 2 amplitudes mediated
by gluino exchange analysed in [8] and other gluino-mediated transitions
analysed in [5].
However, in the meanwhile the experimental bounds on the gluino mass
have become more stringent, questioning the hypothesis of gluino domi-
nance in flavour-changing transitions. Moreover, preliminary data on the
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Higgs mass seem to point toward high values for the supersymmetric A
terms. These two facts motivate a careful study of chargino-mediated
flavour-changing amplitudes in this framework, that is the purpose of this
work.
In particular, we analyze the role of the supersymmetric soft trilinear
couplings (so-called A terms) both in the case of a minimal breaking of
the U(2)3 symmetry and in a more general case (the so–called disoriented
A term scenario. This allows us to identify a few interesting signatures and
correlations of chargino-mediated amplitudes in rare B and K decays. These
effects could be used in the future to prove or falsify this scenario.
The work is organized as follows. We start with a concise introduction
to flavour physics and supersymmetry (chapter 1) and then we proceed
introducing the U(2)3 flavour model, with possible variations (chapter 2).
In chapter 3 we introduce a few technical tools to evaluate flavour physics
observables. The original parts of the work are contained in chapter 4
and 5, where we present analytical and numerical results for the chargino-
mediated amplitudes. The main results are summarized in the conclusions.
1
F L AV O U R P H Y S I C S A N D S U P E R S Y M M E T RY
The SM model of high energy physics has collected many success since
the late sixties when it was established thanks to S.Weinberg, S.Glashow,
A.Salam [20, 29, 28]. However, at present there are a few clues that lead the
scientific community to consider the presence of physics beyond the SM.
Among these clues it is worth to stress the so-called hierarchy problem,
that seems to suggest the presence of NP close to the electroweak scale. If
this is the case, it is extremely important to understand the implications
that these new physics (NP) can have on the flavour picture we observe.
In this chapter we briefly describe the main ideas of the SM with particular
attention to its flavour sector. We then present a concise introduction to
supersymmetry, focusing on the specific case of split-family SUSY.
1.1 the standard model
All the interactions (weak, strong and electromagnetic) present in High
Energy physics are described by a renormalizable gauge theory whose
gauge group is Ggauge = SU(3)c × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y. This group specifies
the particle content of the theory in terms of gauge fields: eight gluons
which mediate the strong interaction and four gauge bosons which medi-
ate the electroweak interactions.
Other than the gauge fields the theory contains different spinor matter
fermions fields. The fermions that enter the theory are present in 3 gen-
erations or flavours. The table 1 below represent the fermion content of the
SM expressing the fields transformation properties under the gauge group
Ggauge.
To the description of the gauge bosons and the fermions sector, it must be
added the mechanism of symmetry breaking of SU(2)L×U(1)Y in order to
accomplish a full description of the SM. This mechanism is able to describe
how the (W±, Z) bosons fields gain mass through the introduction of a
scalar field also able to give a mass to the spinor matter fields. This field, H,
1
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Q d u L e
Y 1/6 1/3 -2/3 -1/2 1
SU(2)L 2 1 1 2 1
SU(3)c 3 3¯ 3¯ 1 1
Table 1: Standard Model fermion content. We underline that the lower case
fields are the charge conjugated fields of the right-handed fields.
is a doublet of SU(2)L with Y = 1/2 (the so-called Higgs field). It breaks
the SU(2)L ×U(1)Y group thanks to a potential of the form:
U = −m2H H†H + σ(H†H)2. (1.1)
Adding a full description of the Higgs mechanism to the elements introcuded
so far the SM of high energy physics can be considered a selfcontained es-
tablished theory.
1.2 flavour physics in the sm
For each fermion field in table 1 the SM has three generations. The de-
scription of the interplay between these three families is called the flavour
sector of the SM.
We can say that these three families have a global symmetry corresponding
to the independent unitary rotations in the flavour space of the five fermion
fields, it is a U(3)5 group:
G f lavour = U(1)5 × Gq × Gl =
= U(1)5 × (SU(3)Q × SU(3)d × SU(3)u)× (SU(3)L × SU(3)e)
(1.2)
This symmetry is broken by the Yukawa langrangian
LYuk = −HQ¯Yuu− H†Q¯Ydd− HL¯Yee (1.3)
Three of the five U(1) subgroups can be identified with the total barion and
lepton number, which are not broken by LYuk, and the weak hypercharge,
which is gauged and broken only spontaneously by v = 〈H〉 6= 0. The sub-
groups controlling flavour-changing dynamics and flavour non-universality
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are the non-Abelian groups Gq and Gl, which are explicitly broken by Yd,u,c
not being proportional to the identity matrix.
The diagonalization of each Yukawa coupling requires, in general, two in-
dependent unitary matrices, VLYV†R = λ
diag. In the lepton sector the invari-
ance of the SM gauge sector under Gl allows us to freely choose the two
matrices necessary to diagonalize Ye without breaking gauge invariance.
This is not the case in the quark sector, where we can freely choose only
three of the four unitary matrices necessary to diagonalize both Yu and Yd.
Choosing the basis where Yd is diagonal we can write
Yd = λd, Yu = V†CKMλu, (1.4)
where
λd = diag(yd, ys, yb) , λu = diag(yu, yc, yt) . (1.5)
The non trivial unitary mixing matrix V encapsulates all the flavour violat-
ing information and it is called Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
[11, 24] The basis of eq. 1.4 leaves us with a residual invariance which al-
lows us to eliminate five of the six complex phases of VCKM. As a result
the physical parameters in VCKM are three real angles and a complex CKM
phase.
For practical purposes it is often convenient to work in the mass eigen-
state basis. This can be achieved rotating independently the up and down
components of the quark doublet Q, or moving the CKM matrix from the
Yukawa sector to the charged weak current:
LMSW =
g√
2
W+µ u¯LVCKMγµdL + h.c. (1.6)
The VCKM matrix plays a role that is incredibly important in the dynamic of
the SM. It is not only because it rules all the SM flavour changing processes
but also because the complex phase that it contains is the only source (ex-
cept for the θQCD parameter compatible with zero) that regulates the CP
violation interactions. The precision tests designed to measure up to a very
good degree of accuracy the elements of this matrix and its unitarity are
of great importance. Naming Vab the elements of VCKM for a = u, c, t and
b = d, s, b we express the unitarity condition of the VCKM matrix as:
∑
i=d,s,b
VaiV∗bi = δab (1.7)
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The sum of this elements for a 6= b is zero and it can be plotted in the com-
plex plan as a triangle. Usually it is taken a = u and b = t and keeping fixed
to one the size of one edge the precision tests are plotted as lines which de-
lineate up to a certain error the position of the vertex which doesn’t belong
to this fixed edge. The coordinates of the plane are usually given in terms
of a possible parametrization of the VCKM matrix.
The usual parametrization, called the Wolfenstein parametrization [30], is
given by:
VCKM =
 1−
λ2
2 λ Aλ
3(ρ− iη)
−λ 1− λ22 Aλ2
Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1
 (1.8)
Two of the four parameters are known with a good accuracy thanks to the
measures of processes like K → pilν and B→ Xlν [1], these are:
λ = 0.2259± 0.0009 A = 0.802± 0.015. (1.9)
The other two parameters (ρ, η)can be taken as free parameters and so the
plot of the unitarity triangle can be drawn as a sum in the plane defined
by these two parameters where the free vertex mentioned above has coordi-
nates ρ¯ = ρ(1− λ22 ) and η¯ = η(1− λ
2
2 ). This triangle is given in Fig. 1 from
[12].
The current values for ρ, η are:
ρ = 0.158± 0.021 η = 0.343± 0.013. (1.10)
As can be seen in the figure there are a few tensions in this plot which
come from a not perfect agreement between different measurements. We
will now quote these difficulties among others trying to understand the
motivations that move us to considering an extension to this picture of the
SM.
1.3 tensions in the unitarity triangle
The picture described defines the flavour sector of the SM. Although the
great success it has had, there are many open questions and a few discrep-
ancies that are still asking for a deeper insight. We can summarize these
questions in two main points:
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• What determines the observed pattern of masses and mixing angles
of quarks and leptons?
• Which are the sources of flavour symmetry breaking accessible at low
energies? Is there anything else besides the SM Yukawa couplings?
The attempts to answer the first question are typically based on the intro-
duction of a non-trivial flavour dynamics at some high scale. It is evident
that it is quite difficult to answer this question without any knowledge of
the ultraviolet completion of the SM. However it is possible to set some lim-
its on NP theories because they usually have problems in avoiding Flavour
Changing Neutral Currents (FCNFs).
Answering the second question is more instead a matter of precision tests.
In fact, to see if there is any new source of flavour symmetry breaking it
is necessary to measure up to a very good precision those observables that
are sensible to physics sources at the TeV scale.
Now we focus our attention on those measurements that, giving rise
to a tension in comparison with the SM theoretical predictions, constitute
possible clues for theories BSM.
At present these anomalies are:
• The ek − sin2β tension. The time-dependent CP asymmetry in Bd →
ψK (i.e. SψK) is expected to be equal to sin2β where β = arg[−V∗tdVtb/(V∗cdVcb)].
The present experimental value for SψK is 2σ lower than the indirect
determination of sin2β from other observables [15, 25]. In particular,
there is a significant tension with the parameter ek in K − K¯ mixing.
This problem can be explained by a NP contribution to the Bd mixing
amplitude or to the K− K¯ mixing.
• The BR(B → τν) problem. The decay rate of the leptonic B → lν
decays where the BR(B→ τν) is higher than the expected theoretical
result of about 2σ.
These anomalies, although not being extremely significant, can be consid-
ered good hints for physics beyond the SM. Many attempts have been made
to interpret them in the scheme of new theories. Just to quote a few of these
we can say that the two Higgs doublet model (2HDM), the theory with
right-handed currents and the SM with a fourth generation of quarks are
significant examples. We will not go through explaining all these models
but we will concentrate our attention on a supersymmetric model with a
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precise flavour scheme that will be studied in chapter 2.
Before looking closer at these ideas we first expose here the MFV frame-
work that has been the main tool for investigating the contributions of BSM
theories in the flavour sector for many years. The importance of the MFV
hypothesis resides in the fact that it is an approach that doesn’t rely on any
particular theory.
1.3.1 MFV
The main idea of MFV [16] is that the flavour-violating interactions are
linked to the known structure of Yukawa couplings also beyond the SM. In
a more quantitative way, the MFV construction consists in identifying the
flavour symmetry and symmetry-breaking structure of the SM and enforce
it also beyond the SM.
The MFV hypothesis consists of two ingredients: (1) a flavor symmetry
and (ii) a set of symmetry-breaking terms. The symmetry is nothing but the
large global symmetry Gflavour of the SM Lagrangian in absence of Yukawa
couplings. Since this global flavour symmetry is already broken within the
SM by the Yukawa interactions, it is not possible to promote this symmetry
to be an exact symmetry beyond the SM.
LYuk = −HQ¯Yuu− H†Q¯Ydd (1.11)
The MFV hypothesis consists in assuming that Yd and Yu are the only
sources of flavour symmetry breaking also in the NP model. To imple-
ment and interpret this hypothesis in a consistent way, we can assume that
G˜q = SU(3)q × SU(3)d × SU(3)u is a good symmetry and promote Yu,d to
be non-dynamical fields (spurions) with non-trivial transformation proper-
ties under Gq:
Yu ∼ (3, 3¯, 1) , Yd ∼ (3, 1, 3¯) . (1.12)
If the breaking of the symmetry occurs at very high energy scales, at low-
energies we would only be sensitive to the background values of the Y,
i.e. to the ordinary SM Yukawa couplings. Employing the effective theory
language, an effective theory satisfies the MFV criterion in the quark sector
if all higher-dimensional operators, constructed from SM and Y fields, are
formally invariant under the flavour group GFL.
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According to the MFV criterion one should in principle consider opera-
tors with arbitrary powers of the (dimensionless) Yukawa fields. However,
a strong simplification arises by the observation that all the eigenvalues of
the Yukawa matrices are small, but for the top one (and possibly the bot-
tom one), and that the off-diagonal elements of the CKM matrix are very
suppressed. Working in the basis already defined:
Yd = λd, Yu = V†CKMλu, (1.13)
and neglecting the ratio of light quark masses over the top mass, we have[
Yu(Yu)†
]n
i 6=j
≈ y2nt V∗ti Vtj . (1.14)
As a consequence, including high powers of the Yukawa matrices amounts
only to a redefinition of the overall factor in 1.14. Although MFV seems to
be a natural solution to the flavour problem, it should be stressed that we
are still far from having proved the validity of this hypothesis from data. A
proof of the MFV hypothesis can be achieved only with a positive evidence
of physics beyond the SM exhibiting the Flavour-universality pattern.
1.4 supersymmetry
We return now to the understanding of how a BSM theory can explain
the tensions in the CKM precision tests. To see what kind of answer can
be given to these tensions through a theory like Suspersymmetry we first
explain briefly the motivations and the basic concept of it. Afterwards we
will analyze which predictions can be done within this theory in the flavour
sector.
1.4.1 General Motivations for physics beyond the SM
We list here the motivations for considering the SM as an effective theory
that needs to be extended with new degrees of freedom:
• Dark Matter
The dark matter is necessary to explain the observations that have
been made in the universe so far. There is abundant evidence that
at least ca. 25% of the universe is made of a kind of matter that is
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unknown and for which there is no possible explanation within the
SM. In fact there is no particle able to explain such abundance in the
SM.
• Matter-Antimatter asymmetry
The asymmetry observed in the universe between matter and antimat-
ter doesn’t find any possible exaplanation within the SM. The CKM
picture is not able to explain this asymmetry through the CP violation
mechanism and predicts a baryonic number inferior of many orders
of magnitude to the measured one.
• The Hierarchy Problem
The Hierarchy problem is related to the amount of fine tuning nec-
essary to accomodate the Higgs mass at the electroweak scale. Since
the Higgs boson receives important radiative corrections to its mass,
it is necessary to introduce a cutoff that defines the scale of energy at
which NP enters in the equations and this cutoff emerges as a mea-
sure of the necessary fine tuning. Supersymmetry is one of the most
beautiful way to solve this problem. The basic steps of this idea will
be shown in the next paragraph.
• The Gravitational Force
It is evident nowadays that we still don’t have a full comprehension of
how gravity can be embedded in a theory like the SM. It is known for
sure that it will play a role at a Planck scale MPlanck ∼ 1019 GeV but
we are not able to tell both the right scale and the mechanism with
which gravity starts to be of the same order of the other forces.
• Fermion Masses
The quark masses and also the lepton masses vary on six order of mag-
nitude and this seems really unnatural since in principle they could
be all equal.
These and other problems have given the right impulse to look for theories
which could solve at least some of this issues. SUSY is certainly one of the
most important candidate among these theories.
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1.4.2 Supersymmetry
Supersymmetry is a theory that finds its foundation on a fundamental
symmetry that relates boson and fermion degrees of freedom. In a super-
symmetric theory for every type of boson there exists a corresponding type
of fermion with the same quantum numbers and vice-versa.
The Susy way to the hierarchy problem
One of the main motivations for SUSY comes from the cancellation of
the quadratically divergent contributions to the Higgs mass. In fact the
quantum mechanical interactions of the Higgs boson causes a large renor-
malization to the Higgs mass and unless there is an accidental cancellation,
the natural size of the Higgs mass is the highest scale possible. This prob-
lem, as already said, is known as the hierarchy problem. Supersymmetry
reduces the size of the quantum corrections by having automatic cancella-
tions between fermionic and bosonic Higgs interactions. If, for example,
we suppose that a scalar particle (e.g. the Higgs) couples with fermions
through a Yukawa type interaction:
LYuk = −λ f H f¯L fR + h.c. (1.15)
we find that the contribution to the autoenergy for this scalar h particle is:
∆m2H = −
∣∣λ f ∣∣2
8pi2
Λ2UV + ... (1.16)
Here ΛUV is an ultraviolet momentum cutoff used to regulate the loop in-
tegral and it should be interpreted as the energy scale at which new physics
enters to alter the high-energy behaviour of the theory.
If we think on the other side that there might be a scalar S which couples to
the scalar particle H as −λS |H|2 |S|2 we have that the radiative corrections
to the mass of H are:
∆m2H =
λS
16pi2
(Λ2UV − 2m2Sln(ΛUV/mS) + ...). (1.17)
So, if now we consider supersymmetry which, keeping fixed the degrees
of freedom, for any fermion generates two scalars of the same mass; we
find that summing up the two contributions the divergences proportional
to Λ2UV are cancelled and also the logarithmic divergence can be cancelled
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under specific conditions on the parameters.
Still, if one rejects the possibility of a physical interpretation of ΛUV and
uses dimensional regularization on the loop integral instead of a momen-
tum cutoff, then there will be no Λ2UV piece. However, even then the term
proportional to m2S cannot be eliminated without the physically unjustifi-
able tuning of a counter-term specifically for that purpose. m2H is thus
sensitive to the masses of the heaviest particles that H couples to; if mS is
very large, its effects on the Standard Model do not decouple, but instead
make it difficult to understand why m2H is so small.
Unfortunately we don’t observe in nature other particles of the same mass
of those already observed, so supersymmetry must be broken, i.e. the su-
persymmetric partners of the known particles must have a higher mass.
The mechanism that breaks this symmetry influences the cancellation of di-
vergences. Still if the symmetry is only "softly broken", i.e. is broken only
by appropriate mass terms, then the quadratic divergences are cancelled at
high energies when SUSY is restored. If the scale where SUSY is restored
is not too high (i.e. it is connected to the electroweak scale) the necessary
fine tuning for having the cancellation is acceptable. For a deeper insight
into these arguments we refer to [25].
The particle content
SUSY gives as a result numerous statements and properties other than
this cancellation. First of all we still need to describe the particle content of
the theory. In addition to doubling all the SM degrees of freedom, we also
need to introduce a second Higgs doublet with its fermion partner. This is
necessary because without such a doublet the fermionic partners of Higgs
bosons would introduce a gauge anomaly. We thus have at least 1 all the
particles shown in table 2.
It is worth to notice also that the particles with the same quantum numbers
will be in principle mixed. This means that some of the particles listed in
table 2 are not mass eigenstate. In fact, if the top superpartners (i.e. the
stops) mix only between themselves, the gaugini and higgsini will be in
general mixed and the the products of this mixing is classified on the base
of the electric charge. These states will be called chargini and neutralini. We
1 The specific supersymmetric picture that is being described is the Minimal SuperSymmet-
ric Model (MSSM) where minimal stands for the number of particles it has.
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Names Spin PR Gauge Eigenstates Mass Eigenstates
Higgs bosons 0 +1 H0u H0d H
+
u H
−
d h
0 H0 A0 H±
u˜L u˜R d˜L d˜R (same)
squarks 0 −1 s˜L s˜R c˜L c˜R (same)
t˜L t˜R b˜L b˜R t˜1 t˜2 b˜1 b˜2
e˜L e˜R ν˜e (same)
sleptons 0 −1 µ˜L µ˜R ν˜µ (same)
τ˜L τ˜R ν˜τ τ˜1 τ˜2 ν˜τ
neutralinos 1/2 −1 B˜0 W˜0 H˜0u H˜0d N˜1 N˜2 N˜3 N˜4
charginos 1/2 −1 W˜± H˜+u H˜−d C˜±1 C˜±2
gluino 1/2 −1 g˜ (same)
goldstino
(gravitino)
1/2
(3/2) −1 G˜ (same)
Table 2: The undiscovered particles in the Minimal Supersymmetric Stan-
dard Model (with sfermion mixing for the first two families as-
sumed to be negligible).
postpone a deeper explanation of this mixing for what concern the chargini
until chapter 4.
Susy Lagrangian
We instead give here the superpotential, i.e. the potential for the super-
symmetric particles in the framework described so far:
WMSSM = u˜yuQ˜Hu˜ − d˜ydQ˜Hd˜ − e˜ye L˜Hd˜ + µHuHd . (1.18)
The objects Hu, Hd, Q˜, L˜, u˜, d˜, e˜ are chiral superfields corresponding to the
chiral supermultiplets in Table 2 and the dimensionless Yukawa coupling
parameters yu, yd, ye are 3×3 matrices in family space. All of the gauge
[SU(3)C color and SU(2)L weak isospin] and family indices in eq.1.18 are
suppressed. The µ term, as it is traditionally called, can be written out
as µ(Hu)α(Hd)βeαβ, where eαβ is used to tie together SU(2)L weak isospin
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indices α, β = 1, 2 in a gauge-invariant way. Likewise, the term uyuQHu
can be written out as uia (yu)i
j Qjαa (Hu)βeαβ, where i = 1, 2, 3 is a family
index, and a = 1, 2, 3 is a color index which is lowered (raised) in the 3 (3)
representation of SU(3)C. To this potential, for completing the description
of the MSSM, we need to specify the soft supersymmetry breaking terms:
LMSSMsoft = − 12
(
M3 g˜g˜ + M2W˜W˜ + M1B˜B˜ + c.c.
)
−
(
u˜ Au Q˜Hu − d˜ Ad Q˜Hd − e˜ Ae L˜Hd + c.c.
)
−Q˜† M2Q Q˜− L˜† M2L L˜− u˜ M2u u˜
† − d˜ M2d d˜
† − e˜ M2e e˜
†
−m2Hu H∗u Hu −m2Hd H∗d Hd − (bHuHd + c.c.) . (1.19)
In this equation M3, M2, and M1 are the gluino, Wino, and bino mass terms
respectively. The second line in eq. 1.19 contains the (scalar)3 couplings [of
the type aijk]. Each of Au, Ad, Ae is a complex 3× 3 matrix in family space,
with dimensions of [mass]. They are in one-to-one correspondence with the
Yukawa couplings of the superpotential. The third line of eq. 1.19 consists
of squark and slepton mass terms of the (m2)ji type. Each of M
2
Q, M
2
u, M
2
d
,
M2L, M
2
e is a 3 × 3 matrix in family space that can have complex entries,
but they must be hermitian so that the Lagrangian is real. Finally, in the
last line of eq. 1.19 we have supersymmetry-breaking contributions to the
Higgs potential; m2Hu and m
2
Hd
are squared-mass terms of the (M2)ji type,
while b is the only squared-mass term of the type bij in eq. 1.19 that can
occur in the MSSM. We expect
M1, M2, M3, Au, Ad, Ae ∼ msoft, (1.20)
M2Q, M
2
L, M
2
u, M
2
d
, M2e , m
2
Hu , m
2
Hd
, b ∼ m2soft , (1.21)
with a characteristic mass scale msoft that is not much larger than 1 TeV. The
eq. 1.19 is the most general soft supersymmetry-breaking Lagrangian that
is compatible with gauge invariance and matter parity conservation in the
MSSM.
In our discussion the terms Au and Ad will play an important role. This
will be seen once again in chapter 4.
Susy limit on the Higgs mass
Another important feature of supersymmetry is the prediction that this
theory has on the mass of the lightest Higgs boson mass through loop cor-
rections. This is predicted to be below mZ at the tree level. However, this
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prediction is modified. Moreover, the particles that modify this prediction
are also those involved in the naturalness problem.
The Higgs mass permits thus to set important limits, imposed by a natural-
ness criteria, on the SUSY spectrum.
To define a criteria of what we can call natural we say that the correction
to the Higgs mass from a definite particle δm2H must be less than the Higgs
bare mass m2h. In this way we define a measure of fine-tuning [23]:
∆ =
δm2H
m2h
(1.22)
As a basic fact in the MSSM we can say that, given the VEVs of the two
Higgs:
vu = 〈H0u〉, vd = 〈H0d〉. (1.23)
the VEVs are related to the known mass of the Z0 boson and the electroweak
gauge couplings by:
v2u + v
2
d = v
2 = 2m2Z/(g
2 + g′2) ≈ (174 GeV)2. (1.24)
and after some algebra one finds the following tree-level prediction for the
light Higgs mass:
m2h = m
2
Zcos
2(2β) (1.25)
where β is defined by:
tan β ≡ vu/vd. (1.26)
So the particles which give rise to radiative corrections δm2H to the bare
mass m2h result constrained from the recent value of a possible Higgs mass
of 125 GeV on the base of a naturalness criteria. The particles which actually
result constrained in their mass are only a few and we can summarize these
constraints as [27]:
• the two stops and one (left-handed) sbottom, must be both below 500-
700 GeV.
• the two Higgsinos, i.e., one chargino and two neutralinos must be
below 200-350 GeV. In the absence of other chargino/neutralinos, their
spectrum is quasi-degenerate.
• the gluino must be not too heavy, within the 900-1500 GeV range.
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These limits impose a definite scheme in the SUSY mass spectrum. In par-
ticular, the fact that not all the squarks are limited in mass but only those
of the third generation, set an important feature in the possible scheme of
the SUSY spectrum that will be described in section 1.6.
We will also give in section 5.1.1 the analytic formula for the stop radiative
correction to the higgs mass. At that point we will also show how it can be
used to constraint nowadays the parameters set.
Other aspects of supersymmetry, like the fact that the Electroweak Symmetry
Breaking (EWSB) can be obtained dynamically or that the gauge coupling
constants get unified at high energy will not be discussed here. For a deeper
insight into the constraints and the poblematics of SUSY nowadays we refer
to [27]. We instead now face the predictions and problems that SUSY has
in the flavour sector.
1.5 supersymmetry and flavour physics
One of the main drawback of supersymmetry is the great experimental
success that the CKM picture has obtained so far. Indeed SUSY introduces
many elements that, in principle, could have a huge influence on processes
of FCNC and CP violation. A mechanism which prevents many of the su-
persimmetric parameters from influencing such processes is then needed.
For example, if we consider a FCNC given by a box or a penguin diagram
like those that we will be considering later on in our analysis, in the loop
we can have the contribution of supersymmetric particles which can modify
substantially the amplitude of the process.
Furthermore, many of the phases that SUSY introduces as free parameters
could enter in CP violating processes influencing strongly some observ-
ables. Since there is no evidence of this contribution we now quote a few
possible solutions of how it is possible to constrain these new parameters
and observables in order to explain the experimental data. These are:
• Degeneracy
If we suppose that all the squarks with the same quantum numbers
are degenerate in mass we achieve a soppression of FCNC in the SM
thanks to a mechanism similar to the GIM mechanism [19].
• Alignment
If the mass matrices of quark and squarks are simultaneously diag-
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onizable, i.e. they are aligned, the equivalent matrices of the CKM
matrices in SUSY within squarks and, squarks and quark would be
reduced to the identity.
• Decoupling
If the mass of the squarks that can enter in the loops are so high that
the contributions of SUSY to SM-like processes turns out to be neg-
ligeable. In this limit the heavy squarks degrees of freedom decouple
from the other degrees of freedom.
Another important assumption and probably the most important that can
be done in the same spirit and has been already discussed is MFV. We thus
now provide for a brief discussion of MFV within supersymmetry.
1.5.1 MFV and supersymmetry
Within SUSY, since we are ignorant about the soft SUSY breaking mech-
anism which constrains in someway the parameters in eq. 1.19, it is neces-
sary to make some assumptions and MFV is probably the most succesfull.
Since the new degrees of freedom (in particular the squark fields) have well-
defined transformation properties under the quark-flavour group GFL, the
MFV hypothesis can easily be implemented in the MSSM considering all
the possible interactions compatible with i) softly-broken supersymmetry;
ii) the breaking of GFL via the spurion fields Yu,d. This allows to express
the squark mass terms and the trilinear quark-squark-Higgs couplings as
follows:
M2Q = m˜
2
(
a11+ b1YuYu† + b2YdYd†
+b3YdYd†YdYd† + b4YuYu†YdYd† + . . .
)
, (1.27)
M2u = m˜
2
(
a21+ b5Yu†Yu + . . .
)
, (1.28)
M2d = m˜
2
(
a31+ b6Yd†Yd + . . .
)
, (1.29)
Au = A
(
a41+ b7YdYd† + . . .
)
Yu , (1.30)
Ad = A
(
a51+ b8YuYu† + . . .
)
Yd , (1.31)
where the dimensional parameters m˜ and A set the overall scale of the soft-
breaking terms.
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The ideas at which we will be looking at in our analysis are somewhat
in the same spirit of these possibilities drawing from one and the other, but
are still substantially different. To understand the point of view that we
are going to assume in our description we have to define two main things:
the spectrum of the squark masses in supersymmetry and the structure of
the squark mass matrix. In the next section we introduce the spectrum of
a split-family supersymmetric theory while the possible structures of the
squark mass matrices will be described in the next chapter.
1.6 split-family susy
The recent measurements at LHC have set new limits on the mass of
supersymmetrical particles. We now know that the mass of the first two
squark generations must be greater than ∼ 1.3 TeV while the mass of the
third squark generation can still be about 500 GeV or even lower. These lim-
its, joined to the previous discussion on naturalness limits in SUSY, have
risen a renewed interest in a split-family supersymmetric scenario. A con-
figuration of the squark masses where the first two generations can be high
enough to escape the current limits from searches (higher than 1.5 TeV)
while the third generation is still light, i.e. lighter than 1 TeV. This spectrum
is given in Fig. 2 and we will call it split-family SUSY spectrum since now
forward.
Figure 2: Squark spectrum for the split-family SUSY scenario analysed
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This spectrum is still able to solve the naturalness problem which only re-
quires the squarks t1,2 and bL to be light. What also support this hypothesys
are the effects that this spectrum has on those processes that are sensible
to FCNC. Since such a hierarchy in the squark masses reduces evidently
many problems in a SUSY scenario, it seems to be an intersting point of
departure to investigate the existence of new particles BSM.
In this work we will actually calculate the contribution of chargino to K
and B physics. These effects are likely to be the most important in the
MSSM within the framework of a split-family SUSY scenario. In fact the
present limit on the gluino mass mgluino ≥ 900 GeV seems to point out that
the gluino contribution to these decays is, if not negligeable, at least less
important than the chargino contribution.
2
S P L I T- FA M I LY S U S Y A N D T H E F L AV O U R S E C T O R
We now consider the flavour sector within the context of a split-family
supersymmetric scenario. We have seen that supersymmetry is a theory
with a great amount of parameters that can be controlled with difficulty
since they have a strong influence on CP-violating processes and FCNC.
Thus the problem of implementing a split susy spectrum in the flavour
sector is of great importance and there are a few different approaches in
doing it. In this chapter we are going to discuss one of these approaches,
i.e. the U(2)3 model and then we will explain how it is possible to extend
it in a way that is interesting for our analysis. We will call this modification
disoriented A terms scenario.
2.1 the U(2)3 model
The most predictive way through which a split susy scenario can be im-
plemented in the flavour parameters is utilizing a way similar to the MFV
procedure: defining a symmetry group in the flavour space that is broken
in a precise way and that will be the framework in which we will concretely
calculate the contributions of the charginos to some rare decays.
If in the SM one neglects the small first and second generation quark masses
and the small CKM mixings, one finds a symmetry in the flavour sector that
is:
G˜′FL = U(2)Q ×U(2)u ×U(2)d . (2.1)
Equally in SUSY, if we consider the third generation squarks decoupled by
the others, taken degenerate in mass, we have the same group of symmetry.
The first implications of such a symmetry group in flavour space are that
in the limit of unbroken symmetry the third generation is the only one that
can acquire a mass and the other two generations are perfectly degenerate.
Nonetheless these properties are not exactly realized in nature and thus we
need a mechanism to break this symmetry group in the same spirit as it
was done for the MFV hypothesis.
19
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We now characterize here the flavour symmetry U(2)3 giving the details
and the structure of this symmetry and comparing it to the former MFV-
like ideas [8].
Given the flavour symmetry of the lagrangian:
G˜′FL = U(2)Q ×U(2)u ×U(2)d . (2.2)
we see that this group of symmetry, as already mentioned, has a similar
structure compared to the MFV hypothesis because fermions that belong
to a different representation of SU(2)L transform in decoupled sectors of
this flavour symmetry.
The transformation properties of the quark superfields under this U(2)Q ×
U(2)u ×U(2)d group are:
Q ≡ (Q1, Q2) ∼ (2¯, 1, 1) , (2.3)
u ≡ (u1, u2)T ∼ (1, 2, 1) , (2.4)
d ≡ (d1, d2)T ∼ (1, 1, 2) , (2.5)
while Q3, t, and b (the third generation fields) are singlets. We also assume
a U(1)b symmetry under which only bc is charged. With such assignments,
the only term allowed in the Superpotential in the limit of unbroken sym-
metry is
W = yt q3t Hu , (2.6)
where yt is the O (1) top Yukawa coupling.
We now want to build the Yukawa matrices starting from the group G˜′FL and
introducing static fields, called spurions, that will break this symmetry by
aquiring an expectation value. The first step in the construction of the full
Yukawas lies on the introduction of the U(2)3-breaking spurion V, trans-
forming as a (2,1,1). This allow us to write the following up-type Yukawa
matrix1
Yu = yt
 0 xt V
0 1
 . (2.7)
Here and in the following everything above the horizontal dashed line is
subject to the U(2)Q symmetry, while everything to the left of the vertical
1 We define the 3 × 3 Yukawa matrix starting from the superpotential W =
qi(Yu)ijucj Hu . This imply the following SM (non-supersymmetric) Yukawa interaction
L = q¯Li(Y∗u )ijuRj Hc
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dashed line is subject to the U(2)u symmetry (or the U(2)d symmetry in the
down-type sector). The parameter xt is a complex free parameter of O (1).
Similarly we can write the following down-type Yukawa matrix
Yd = yb
 0 xb V
0 1
 , (2.8)
where again xb is a complex free parameter of O (1). The size of yb depends
on the ratio of the two Higgs VEV’s. If tan β = 〈Hu〉/〈Hd〉 = O (1) the
smallness of yb can be attributed to approximate U(1)’s inside and outside
U(2)3. Otherwise we can consider as reference value tan β = 〈Hu〉/〈Hd〉 =
O (10), such that yb is small enough to avoid dangerous large tan β effects,
but is much larger than the U(2)3 breaking spurions and can be used as a
natural overall normalization factor for the down-type Yukawa coupling.
Finally, in order to build the masses and mixing of the first two genera-
tions we introduce two additional spurions, ∆Yu and ∆Yd, transforming as
(2, 2¯, 1) and (2, 1, 2¯), respectively. Combining the various symmetry break-
ing terms, the Yukawa matrices end up with the following pattern:
Yu = yt
 ∆Yu xt V
0 1
 , Yd = yb
 ∆Yd xb V
0 1
 , (2.9)
where we have absorbed O (1) couplings by redefining ∆Yu and ∆Yd.
Due to the holomorphicity of the Superpotential, in a supersymmetric
framework we are not able to add term on the lower-left sector of the
Yukawas. Such terms would indeed have a structure of the type
q3
(
V† ∆Yu
)
u, q3
(
V† ∆Yd
)
d. (2.10)
Besides being non-holomorphic, these terms are doubly suppressed. Al-
though we will not include them in the following, we have explicitly checked
that their inclusion do not lead to significant differences in the results pre-
sented below. It must also be add that the pattern we chose for breaking
the symmetry is not the only possible one. In principle there could be other
patterns but we chose the one that could better describe the mixing and
masses of different generations in a simple way.
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2.1.1 Explicit Parametrization
The leading spurion V can always be decomposed as
V = eUV sˆ2 , s2 =
 0
1
 , (2.11)
where UV is a 2× 2 unitary matrix [det(U)=1] and e is a real parameter that
we require to be of O (|Vcb| ≈ 4× 10−2). The ∆Yu and ∆Yd spurions can be
decomposed as:
∆Yu = U†Qu∆Y
d
u UU, (2.12)
∆Yd = U†Qd∆Y
d
d UD, (2.13)
where ∆Ydu = diag(λu1,λu2), ∆Ydd = diag(λd1,λd2), and the U’s are again
2× 2 unitary matrices. By construction, the size of the λi is such that the
largest entry is |λd2| ≈ ms/mb = O (e).
With a suitable rotation in the U(2)3 space we can get rid of UV , UU, and
UD. In such base the Yukawa matrices assume the explicit form
Yu = yt
 U†Qu∆Ydu e xt sˆ2
0 1
 , (2.14)
Yd = yb
 U†Qd∆Ydd e xb sˆ2
0 1
 . (2.15)
We shall now address the issue of the relevant CP phases. We first note
that shifting the phases of tc and bc we can get rid of the phases in yt
and yb, while a rephasing of the components of uc and dc allows us to
set the diagonal entries in ∆Ydu,d to be real. In principle, we can get rid
of one of the two phases in xt or xb. However, in order to maintain a
symmetric notation for up- and down-quark Yukawas, we keep them both
complex and denote them by x f e
iφ f , with x f being real and positive ( f =
t, b). Without further rephasing we are also left with the two phases in UQu,d ,
that we parameterize as
UQ f =
 c f s f eiα f
−s f e−iα f c f
 . (2.16)
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In the following we assume that s f  1, as naturally implied by some
alignment of the ∆Yu,d spurions in the U(2)Q space with respect to the
leading (2, 1, 1) breaking term.
2.1.2 Diagonalization and CKM
We will now diagonalize the Yukawa matrix to be able to compare the
CKM matrix to the parameters of our model. The Yukawas are diagonalized
by
UuLYuU†uR = diag(yu, yc, yt)
UdLYdU†dR = diag(yd, ys, yb) . (2.17)
To a good approximation, left-handed up-type diagonalization matrix is
UuL =
 UQu 0
0 1
× R23(st; φt)
=

cu su eiαu −sustei(αu+φt)
−su e−iαu cuct −custeiφt
0 ste−iφt ct
 , (2.18)
where st/ct = e xt, and similarly for the down-type sector (with su, cu →
sd, cd, xteiφt → xbeiφb). These expressions are valid up to relative corrections
of order λu2(λd2) to the 1-2 and 2-3 elements of UuL(UdL), and even smaller
corrections to the 1-3 elements.
Contrary to the left-handed case, the right-handed diagonalization ma-
trices become the identity in the limit of vanishing light-quark masses (or
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vanishing ∆Ydu,d). Neglecting the first generation eigenvalues, and working
to first order in eλu2 and eλd2, we get
UuR =

1 0 0
0 1 −λu2steiφt
0 λu2ste−iφt 1
 ,
UdR =

1 0 0
0 1 −λd2sbeiφb
0 λd2sbe−iφb 1
 . (2.19)
We are now ready to evaluate the CKM matrix VCKM = (UuL · U†dL)∗.
Using the decomposition above we find
V(0)CKM =
 U∗Qu 0
0 1
× R23(s; ξ)×
 UTQd 0
0 1
 , (2.20)
≈

cucd + susd ei(αd−αu) −cusd e−iαd + sucd e−iαu suse−i(αu−ξ)
cusd eiαd − sucd eiαu cucd + susd ei(αu−αd) cuseiξ
−sds ei(αd−ξ) −scde−iξ 1
 .
where (s/c)eiξ = exbe−iφb − exte−iφt , and where we have set c = 1. With an
appropriate rephasing of the fields this structure is equivalent to the one
in Ref. [6] (with φ = αd − αu and su,d → −su,d). To match this structure
with the standard CKM parametrization, we rephase it imposing real Vud,
Vus, Vcb, Vtb, and Vcs (which is real at the level of approximation we are
working), obtaining
VCKM =

1− λ2/2 λ suse−iδ
−λ 1− λ2/2 cus
−sds ei(φ+δ) −scd 1
 , (2.21)
where φ = αd − αu, while the phase δ and the real and positive parameter
λ are defined by
sucd − cusde−iφ = λeiδ. (2.22)
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The parametrization 2.21 is equivalent, in terms of precision, to the Wolfen-
stein parametrization up to O (λ4) and, similarly to the latter, can be sys-
tematically improved considering higher powers in s, sd, and su. The four
parameters su, sd, s, and φ can be determined completely (up to discrete
ambiguities) in terms of the four independent measurements of CKM ele-
ments. In particular, using tree-level inputs we get
s = |Vcb| = 0.0411± 0.0005 , (2.23)
su
cu
=
|Vub|
|Vcb| = 0.095± 0.008 , (2.24)
sd = −0.22± 0.01 or − 0.27± 0.01 . (2.25)
As a consequence of the U(2)Q symmetry, |Vtd/Vts| is naturally of O (λ)
and the smallness of |Vub/Vtd| is attributed to the smallness of su/sd [6]. The
latter hypothesis fits well, at least qualitativey, with the strong alignement
of the spurions ∆Yu and V in the U(2)Q space indicated by the smallness
of mu/mc.
2.1.3 Soft-breaking masses
We now focus our attention on the consequences of a U(2)3 symmetry
over the squark masses. In the limit of unbroken symmetry the three soft
mass matrices have the following structure:
M2f˜ =

m2fh 0 0
0 m2fh 0
0 0 m2fl
 (2.26)
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where the m2fi are real parameters. When the spurions are introduced in
order to build the Yukawas, they also affect the structure of the soft masses,
which assume the form
M2Q = m
2
Qh
 1+ ∆LL xQe−iφQV∗
xQeiφQVT m2Ql /m
2
Qh
 , (2.27)
M2d = m
2
dh
 1+ cdd∆YTd ∆Y∗d xde−iφd∆YTd V∗
xdeiφdVT∆Y∗d m
2
dl
/m2dh
 ,
M2u = m
2
uh
 1+ cuu∆YTu ∆Y∗u xue−iφu∆YTu V∗
xueiφuVT∆Y∗u m2ul /m
2
uh
 ,
where
∆LL = cQvV∗VT + cQu∆Y∗u∆YTu + cQd∆Y∗d∆Y
T
d
and ci, xi are real O (1) parameters.
Let’s consider first the case of m2Q˜. In the limit where we neglect light
quark masses (∆Yu,d → 0), adopting the explicit parametrization in sect. 2.1.1,
we have
R23(sQ;−φQ)×M2Q × R23(−sQ;−φQ)
= (M2Q)
d = diag(m2Q1 , m
2
Q2 , m
2
Q3) (2.28)
where sQ/cQ = exQ/(1−m2Ql /m2Qh) ≈ exQ and
m2Q1 = m
2
Qh , (2.29)
m2Q2 = m
2
Qh
(
1+ e2cQv + e2x2Q
)
+O
(
e2m2Ql
)
, (2.30)
m2Q3 = m
2
Ql − e2xQm2Qh +O
(
e2m2Ql
)
. (2.31)
This implies that in the mass-eigenstate basis of down quarks, M2Q˜ is diag-
onalized by
Wd†L M
2
Q˜ W
d
L = diag(m
2
Q1 , m
2
Q2 , m
2
Q3) , (2.32)
WdL = U
∗
dL × R23(−sQ;−φQ) . (2.33)
At this point it is easy to understand the structure of those interactions
which preserve the chirality. In particular with such definition the coupling
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of the gluinos to left-handed down-type quarks and squarks in their mass-
eigenstate basis is governed by [d¯iL(W
d
L)ij q˜
j
L] g˜.
Employing the CKM phase convention in eq. 2.21 for both down-type
quarks and down-type squarks, the mixing matrix WdL assumes the form
WdL =

cd sde−i(δ+φ) −sdsLeiγe−i(δ+φ)
−sdei(δ+φ) cd −cdsLeiγ
0 sLe−iγ 1

=

cd κ∗ −κ∗sLeiγ
−κ cd −cdsLeiγ
0 sLe−iγ 1
 , (2.34)
where κ = cdVtd/Vts,
sLeiγ = e−iξ(sxb e
−iφb + sQe−iφQ)
≈ exbe−i(ξ+φb)
(
1+
xQ
xb
ei(φb−φQ)
)
, (2.35)
and, as usual, we have neglected O (e2) corrections.
If the matrix 2.34 would be enough to describe chirality-preserving sou-
pling; it is instead not sufficient for describing the chargino couplings.
To discuss transitions mediated by charginos a broader picture must be
taken into account.
To characterize these transitions we need in fact to describe the full squark
mass matrix, not only the LL or RR sector. We now consider the LR sector of
this matrix trying to understand what can be said about this. In particular
we will see that the broader assumption that can be done goes under the
name of disoriented A terms.
2.2 disoriented a terms
The recent results about CP violation in charm, recently measured by
LHCb, are somewhat easier to be interpreted in terms of a supersymmetric
theory with relatively high LR terms in the squared mass matrix.
The possibility of the absence of flavor violation in the left–left and right–
right sectors together with sizable effects in left–right transitions is not im-
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plausible in supersymmetric theories. This situation can be realized allow-
ing for general trilinear terms in the suspersymmetry breaking potential
of eq.1.19. Independently of the underlying explanation that these terms
can have, the important point is that the separation between the properties
of the soft terms and trilinear interactions of the first two generations is
fairly robust. While we can envisage scenarios in which flavour violation
is restricted to the trilinear terms, it would be fairly unnatural to have this
pattern only in the up sector, but not in the down sector. Thus for both the
up and down squared mass matrix we have that the LR sector of the matrix
can have a general form:
(mij)
q
LR ∼
Aθqijmqj
m˜
q = u, d (2.36)
where θqij are generic mixing angles and m˜ is the order of magnitude of a
squark mass. In a strict U(2)3 model we would have had that this part is
proportional to the Yukawa matrices. Nonetheless this assumption is restric-
tive since the present data haven’t already excluded more general scenarios.
Utilizing disoriented A terms, that means taking a general matrix A as the
one in eq. 2.36, we achieve the goal of considering a more general scenario
with respect to the minimally broken U(2)3 model discussed so far. As dis-
cussed in [18] this picture is consistent with experimental bounds given in
table 3 because also the tight limits on (mdij)LR are naturally satisfied thanks
to the smallness of down-type quark masses. The only slightly problematic
bounds in table3 are those on |θu,d11 | coming from the neutron EDM. With
disoriented A terms it has been identified a specific structure of flavour viola-
tion in supersymmetric theories that can naturally explain the LHCb results
on CP violation in charm.
This pattern can be obtained when the matrices of the up and down tri-
linear constants follow the same hierarchical pattern as the corresponding
Yukawa matrices but, in contrast with the usual minimal case, they do not
respect exact proportionality. Since the trilinear and Yukawa matrices have
the same transformation properties under the U(3)3 flavour symmetry, it
is plausible that, in certain setups, they follow the same hierarchical pat-
tern, up to coefficients of order one in their individual entries. The most
important limit on these terms can be set by chargino mediated processes
that couples to quark-squark through this kind of LR coupling. It is thus of
great importance to understand what kind of contribution can be given by
the chargino-mediated processes to this scenario. This importance is even
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θ
q
11 θ
q
12 θ
q
13 θ
q
23
q=d < 0.2 < 0.5 < 1 –
q=u < 0.2 – < 0.3 < 1
Table 3: Bounds on the moduli of the mixing angles θqij, defined in eq. 2.36,
assuming A = 3, m˜ = 1 TeV and maximal CP-violating phases. For
θdij and θ
u
11 the bounds are derived from gluino-mediated FCNCs
or EDMs. The bounds on θui3 follow from the results in ref. [22] on
chargino-mediated FCNCs, assuming a degenerate supersymmet-
ric spectrum. The missing entries have bounds exceeding unity.
magnified by the fact that the gluino mass is now known to be heavier than
900 GeV.
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O B S E RVA B L E S I N F L AV O U R P H Y S I C S
Before considering all the possible contributions from chargino mediated
interactions to rare decays, it is worth to understand the role of all the
different osservables that we are going to employ for our analysis. The
study of these interaction is quite a compromise between what can be seen
at an existing experiment, such as LHCb, and what can be calculated with
a very good precision in the SM framework.
In this chapter we first introduce the theoretical framework that is used
for calculating the contributions of BSM physics to the SM observables and
then we review all the SM aspects of those observables for which in chapter
4 will be given an extended study within the supersymmetric scenario pre-
viously defined. The observables are divided in those sensitive to ∆F = 1
and ∆F = 2 flavour-changing amplitudes.
3.1 the standard model as an effective field theory
When one tries to calculate the contribution to a SM amplitude of a BSM
theory, which energy scale ΛNP is much higher than the SM one, he should
find a suppressed contribution as ΛNP becomes larger and larger. This
means that the SM should be recovered in the limit ΛNP → ∞, namely the
SM is interpreted as the low energy remnant of a more complete theory
involving also higher physical scales above the Electroweak scale. In other
words, the SM becomes an effective field theory valid up to some energy
scale Emax sufficiently smaller than ΛNP. This way of thinking shapes a
logical framework where one can address the testing of new theories. In
our case, where we are looking for the contributions of some split SUSY
particles, we have to recover the SM in the limit in which the mass of the
lighter one is sufficiently high.
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The effects of NP can be generally accounted for, addressing the SM as an
effective field theory, by introducing suitable higher dimensional operators
weighted by appropriate inverse powers of ΛNP:
Le f fSM = LgaugeSM + LHiggsSM + LYukawaSM +∑
n,i
Cn,i
ΛnNP
O(n+4)i . (3.1)
where cn,i is called the Wilson coefficient and O(n+4)i is the operator of
dimension n+ 4. This expansion is the Operator Product Expansion (OPE).
The operators are the residual effect of having integrated out the new heavy
degrees of freedom, whose mass scale is parameterized by the effective
scale ΛNP. This approach is a generalization of the Fermi theory of weak
decays, where the dimension-six four-fermion operators describing weak
decays are the result of having integrated out the W field. Interestingly,
this approach is useful also for BSM physics where we still don’t know the
nature of the degrees of freedom we are integrating out. This implies that
we are not able a priori to determine the values of the effective couplings of
higher-dimensional operators but we have the great advantage that we are
able to analyze all the realistic extensions of the SM in terms of a limited
number of parameters.
3.2 ope : calculating wilson coefficient expansion
It should be stressed at this point that the construction of the effective
Hamiltonian He f f by means of the operator product expansion and the
renormalization group methods can be done fully in the perturbative frame-
work. The fact that the decaying hadrons are bound states of quarks is
irrelevant for this construction. Consequently the coefficients Cn,i are inde-
pendent of the particular decay considered in the same manner in which
the usual gauge couplings are universal and process independent. More-
over, if the underlying theory is natural (no fine-tuning in the coupling
constants), we expect Cn,i = O (1) for all the operators which are not for-
bidden (or suppressed) by symmetry arguments. The observation that this
expectation is not fulfilled by several dimension-six operators contributing
to flavour-changing processes is often denoted as the flavour problem. The
best way to quantify the flavour problem is obtained by looking at the con-
sistency of tree and loop mediated constraints on the CKM matrix.
As a first approximation we can assume that NP effects are negligible in pro-
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cesses which are dominated by tree-level amplitudes. We can thus obtain
from these the CKM parameters and use the measurements of observables
which are loop-mediated within the SM to bound the coupling of effective
NP operators. Especially the ∆F = 2 observables are extremely constrain-
ing as a consequence of their strong suppression within the SM. In fact we
just remember that they are also suppressed thanks to the GIM mechanism.
If we now want to calculate the Wilson coefficients we can determine them
by the requirement that the amplitude A f ull in the full theory is reproduced
by the corresponding amplitude in the effective theory. This procedure con-
sists namely matching the full theory onto the effective theory. We give
here a few different steps through which it is possible to do this matching:
1. First of all one has to choose the operators of right dimension compat-
ible with the symmetries of the system.
2. Then one introduces an artificial scale, the renormalization scale µ
which is needed to regularize QCD corrections.
3. The intial conditions of the Cn,i coefficients are calculated for the elec-
troweak scale.
4. The renormalization group equation (RGE) evolution of the Cn,i from
the electroweak scale down to the energy scale of the process.
5. It is evaluated the matrix element of the effective Lagrangian for the
physical hadronic process.
We point out how the first of these steps (or better 1 & 3) is the only one
where NP plays a role.
Here we do not describe every detail of this process because it is out of
the scope of this analysis, nonetheless we stress that a full discussion of the
first steps mentioned above can be found in [9]. Given this tool, we now
look at those operators that are relevant for our analysis understanding
which kind of SM processes stand behind them, and through which kind
of observables we can understand more about them. The NP contributions
to these operators will be described in chapter 4.
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3.3 ∆F = 1
Since we are not interested in describing all possible observables, we
don’t give a complete list of the operators here but we refer to [10] for that.
We instead prefer to describe, process by process, the possible features of
the specific ∆F = 1 observables we are interested in. The processes that we
will consider are B→ Xsγ, B→ µ+µ− and K → piνν.
3.3.1 K+ → pi+νν¯
Let us begin with the rare decay K+ → pi+νν¯ within the SM. It proceeds
through penguin and box diagrams with internal charm and top exchanges.
The internal u-quark contribution is needed only for the GIM mechanism
but it can otherwise be neglected while the internal charm contribution,
albeit smaller than the top contribution, has to be kept. This is the only
decay among those we will be considering where the charm contribution
must be kept. This is because the greater value of the top loop function is
compensated by the CKM factor λt = V∗tsVtd that is very small. Since the
charm contribution involves also QCD corrections, the uncertainty scale in
K+ → pi+νν¯ is found to be larger than in the remaining decays.
The relevant effective Hamiltonian with the inclusion of QCD corrections
reads:
Heff = GF√
2
α
2pi sin2ΘW
∑
l=e,µ,τ
(
V∗tsVtdX(xt) +V∗csVcdXlNL
)
(sd)V−A(νlνl)V−A .
(3.2)
with
xt =
m2t
M2W
, (3.3)
The index l = e, µ, τ in this formula denotes the lepton flavour.
The function X(xt) is given in the appendix 5.2.4 and the corresponding
expression in the charm sector is the function XlNL.
The branching ratio for this process is easy to derive with isospin arguments
from that of K+ → pi0e+ν and is given by:
Br(K+ → pi+ν+ ν) = κ+ ·
[(
Imλt
λ5
X(xt)
)2
+
(
Reλc
λ
P0(X) +
Reλt
λ5
X(xt)
)2]
,
(3.4)
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κ+ = rK+
3α2Br(K+ → pi0e+ν)
2pi2 sin4ΘW
λ8 = 4.11 · 10−11 , (3.5)
where we used
α =
1
129
, sin2ΘW = 0.23, Br(K+ → pi0e+ν) = 4.82 · 10−2 . (3.6)
With this formula at hand we will be able in chapter 4 to express the con-
tribution of charigno-mediated processes with respect to the SM branching
ratio.
3.3.2 B→ Xsγ
The rare decay B → Xsγ plays an important role in present day phe-
nomenology. The effective Hamiltonian for B → Xsγ at scales µb = O(mb)
is given by
Heff(b→ sγ) = − GF√
2
V∗tsVtb
[
6
∑
i=1
Ci(µb)Qi + C7γ(µb)Q7γ + C8G(µb)Q8G
]
,
(3.7)
where in view of | V∗usVub/V∗tsVtb |< 0.02 we have neglected the term propor-
tional to V∗usVub. Here Q1....Q6 are the usual four-fermion operators whose
explicit formula is given by:
Q1 = (c¯αbβ)V−A (s¯βcα)V−A Q2 = (c¯b)V−A (s¯c)V−A
Q3 = (s¯b)V−A ∑q=u,d,s,c,b(q¯q)V−A Q4 = (s¯αbβ)V−A ∑q=u,d,s,c,b(q¯βqα)V−A
Q5 = (s¯b)V−A ∑q=u,d,s,c,b(q¯q)V+A Q6 = (s¯αbβ)V−A ∑q=u,d,s,c,b(q¯βqα)V+A
(3.8)
where the first two are those already given previously and the others refer
to penguin interactions. The remaining two operators, characteristic for this
decay, are the magnetic–penguins
Q7γ =
e
8pi2
mb s¯ασµν(1+ γ5)bαFµν, Q8G =
g
8pi2
mb s¯ασµν(1+ γ5)TaαβbβG
a
µν
(3.9)
originating in diagrams of fig. 3.
In order to derive the contribution of Q7γ to the Hamiltonian of eq. 3.7,
in the absence of QCD corrections, one multiplies the vertex:
s¯γd = − iλi GF√
2
e
8pi2
D0(xi)s¯(q2γµ − qµ 6q)(1− γ5)d (3.10)
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by i and makes the replacement
2iσµνqν → −σµνFµν. (3.11)
An analogous procedure gives the contribution of Q8G. It is this magnetic
γ-penguin which plays the crucial role in this decay and equivalently the
g-penguin. In our later discussion we will give the results not only for
both the coefficients C7γ and C8G but also for the full branching ratio of the
process. The formula that we have employed to this purpose is [26]:
Br(B→ Xsγ/g) =
(
λtbλts
Vcb
)2
1.034× 10−4(3.15− 7.8C7γ − 2.09C8G +
5.13C27γ − 0.518C28G + 2.59C7γC8G) (3.12)
where C7γ and C8G encode the non-SM contributions evaluated at the elec-
troweak scale. The pure SM comtribution is then
Br(B→ Xsγ)SM =
(
λtbλts
Vcb
)2
1.034× 10−4 × (3.15) . (3.13)
The ratio between the experimental and the theoretical contribution is at
the end what is very important for our discussion. The present experimen-
tal determination reads:
RB→Xsγ = 1.117± 0.076exp ± 0.082th. (3.14)
3.3.3 Bs,d → µ+µ−
The decays Bs,d → l+l− are after B → Xs,dνν the theoretically clearest
decays in the field of rare B-decays. They are dominated by the Z0-penguin
and box diagram involving top quark exchanges. Since the charm contri-
butions are fully negligeable here, the resulting effective hamiltonian for
Bs → l+l− is:
Heff = − GF√
2
α
2pi sin2ΘW
V∗tbVtsY(xt)(b¯s)V−A(l¯l)V−A + h.c. (3.15)
with s replaced by d in the case of Bd → l+l−.
The function Y(x) is given by
Y(xt) = Y0(xt) +
αs
4pi
Y1(xt) , (3.16)
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where Y0(xt) and Y1(xt) can be found in appendix 5.2.4.
A NP contribution is directly comparable to the relative SM process through
the ratio between the hamiltonian coefficients c
SM
cNP . Also the enhancement of
the branching ratio follows directly from this. The easiest way to estimate
it is (1+ c
SM
cNP )
2.
For this process we need to say that the experimental data haven’t yet
reached the necessary luminosity to be able to test the SM expectation.
Nonetheless the current limit is reaching quickly the necessary sensitivity:
BR(Bs → µµ)exp < 3.7× 10−9 at 90% C.L. (3.17)
where the SM value is:
BR(Bs → µµ)SM = (3.5± 0.3)× 10−9 . (3.18)
3.4 ∆F = 2
Let us next discuss particle-antiparticle mixing which in the past has
been of fundamental importance in testing the Standard Model and often
has proven to be an undefeatable challenge for suggested extensions of
the SM. Particle-antiparticle mixing is responsible for the small mass dif-
ferences between the mass eigenstates of neutral mesons. Being a FCNC
process it involves heavy quarks in loops and consequently it is a perfect
testing ground for heavy flavour physics. Let us just recall that from the
calculation of the KL − KS mass difference, Gaillard and Lee[17] were able
to estimate the value of the charm quark mass before charm discovery. On
the other hand B0d − B0d mixing [2] gave the first indication of a large top
quark mass. Finally, particle–antiparticle mixing in the K0 − K0 system of-
fers within the Standard Model a plausible description of CP violation in
KL → pipi discovered in 1964.
In this section we will predominantly discuss the parameter ek describing
indirect CP violation in the K system and the mass diferences ∆Md,s which
describe the size of B0d,s − B0d,s mixings. In the SM all these phenomena
appear first at one–loop level and as such they are sensitive measures of
the top quark couplings and of the top quark mass. We will analyse the
observables that will be used later in chapter 4 starting from the K sector
and then moving to the B sector.
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3.4.1 ek
Without giving a review of the formalism needed to treat the mixing
between a particle and its antiparticle we just give the basic formulas nec-
essary to understand the discussion of chapter 4. The SM box diagrams
which take part to the mixing processes are given in Fig. 4.
The Hamiltonian which regulates the process is
Hˆ = Mˆ− i Γˆ
2
=
 M11 − i Γ112 M12 − i Γ122
M21 − i Γ212 M22 − i Γ222
 (3.19)
And the observable ek corresponds to
ek =
exp(ipi/4)√
2∆MK
(ImM12 + 2ξReM12) , ξ =
ImA0
ReA0
. (3.20)
where A0 is the amplitude of isospin 0 in the K → pipi processes. The two
terms in eq. 3.20 are separately phase convention dependent but the sum
is free from this dependence. The off-diagonal element M12 in the neutral
K-meson mass matrix represents the K0 − K0 mixing and it is given by:
2mK M∗12 = 〈K¯0|Heff(∆S = 2)|K0〉 , (3.21)
where Heff(∆S = 2) is the effective Hamiltonian for the ∆S = 2 transitions.
To lowest order in electroweak interactions ∆S = 2 these transitions are
induced through the box diagrams of fig. 4. Considering also the QCD
corrections the Hamiltonian for the process is:
H∆S=2eff =
G2F
16pi2
M2W
[
λ2cη1S0(xc) + λ
2
t η2S0(xt) + 2λcλtη3S0(xc, xt)
]
×
× [QCDrenormalization]Q(∆S = 2) + h.c. (3.22)
where λi = V∗isVid and the relevant operator
Q(∆S = 2) = (s¯d)V−A(s¯d)V−A, (3.23)
is multiplied by the corresponding coefficient function. This function is
decomposed into a charm-, a top- and a mixed charm-top contribution.
This form is obtained upon eliminating λu by means of the unitarity of the
CKM matrix and setting xu = 0. The functions S0 are given in appendix
5.2.4. The three factors η are:
η1 = 1.38± 0.20, η2 = 0.57± 0.01, η3 = 0.47± 0.04 . (3.24)
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One thus finds:
MSM12 =
G2F
12pi2
F2K BˆKmK M
2
W
[
λ∗c
2η1S0(xc) + λ∗t
2η2S0(xt) + 2λ∗cλ∗t η3S0(xc, xt)
]
,
(3.25)
where FK is the K-meson decay constant and mK the K-meson mass. BK
is the hadronic element for the K meson. To step further we neglect the
second term in eq. 3.20 as it constitutes at most a 2% correction to ek. This
is justified in view of other uncerntanties, in particular those connected
with BK. Inserting 3.25 in 3.20 we find
e = CeBˆKImλt {Reλc [η1S0(xc)− η3S0(xc, xt)]− Reλtη2S0(xt)} exp(ipi/4) ,
(3.26)
where we have used the unitarity relation Imλ∗c = Imλt and we have ne-
glected Reλt/Reλc = O(λ4) in evaluating Im(λ∗cλ∗t ). The numerical con-
stant Ce is given by
Ce =
G2FF
2
KmK M
2
W
6
√
2pi2∆MK
= 3.78 · 104 . (3.27)
The BSM main contribution in our framework will be due to a chargino-stop
loop exchange that influences only S0(xt) adding to it a new contribution.
We stress the fact that the only non-perturbative uncertainty in eq. 3.25
resides in BK.
So the experimental value and the theoretical value for ek are:
|ek|exp = (2.229± 0.010)× 10−3 |ek|SM = (1.80± 0.18)× 10−3 (3.28)
The ratio between the two values is finally:
Rek = (1.24± 0.12) (3.29)
3.4.2 ∆M in the B system
The B0d,s − B¯0d,s mixings is described by the mass differences
∆Md,s = M
d,s
H −Md,sL (3.30)
with H and L denoting Heavy and Light respectively. In contrast to ∆MK , in
this case the long distance contributions are estimated to be very small and
∆Md,s is very well approximated by the relevant box diagrams. Moreover,
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due mu,c  mt only the top sector can contribute significantly to B0d,s −
B¯0d,s mixings. The charm sector and the mixed top-charm contributions are
entirely negligible. ∆Md,s can be thus expressed in terms of the off-diagonal
element in the neutral B-meson mass matrix. One finds
∆Mq = 2|M(q)12 |, q = d, s. (3.31)
This formula differs from ∆MK = 2ReM12 because only in the B-system
Γ12  M12. Given eq. 3.31 it is evident that NP can enter directly as a
contribution to M12.
3.4.3 Phases in the B system
One of the clearest observables that can be measured nowadays with a
very good precision are the CP-violating complex phase (φBs , φBd) of the
mixing amplitudes of the Bs and the Bd mesons. These phases constitute
one of the greatest limit to be imposed on BSM physics.
On general grounds, these phases are defined by:
φBq = arg
(
−M
(q)
12
Γ(q)12
)
. (3.32)
where M12 and Γ12 are defined in analogy to the Kaon case.
Since Γ(q)12 is real, to a good accuracy, within the SM (in the standard CKM
phase convention) for both Bs and Bd decays, one finds:
φSMBq = −arg(M
q
12) = −arg[(V∗tbVtq)2] . (3.33)
A deviation from this clean prediction clearly signal the presence of NP
beyond the SM.
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Figure 3: Chromomagnetic penguin diagrams
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Figure 4: Box diagrams contributing to K0 − K¯0 mixing in the Standard
Model.
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We now consider the chargino contributions to those amplitudes that are
more sensible to NP. We look at how they modify the observables analysed
at the experiments pointing out the most intersting scenarios.
Before considering these amplitudes we need to discuss briefly a few as-
pects of the SUSY spectrum, especially in the sector of charginos and squarks.
4.1 mass-matrices of susy particles
We define here the conventions about the mass matrices of charginos and
squarks utilized in our calculations.
4.1.1 Chargino mass matrix
As already established the chargino is not a gauge eigenstate in the
MSSM. Actually it is a mixed state of both Winos and Higgsinos. Thus
it has a mass matrix in the base of the electroweak eigenstates given by:
Mχ =
 M2 √2mw cos β√
2mw sin β µ
 (4.1)
where the first index of either row or column refers to Wino while the
second refers to Higgsino.
Thus µ refers to the Higgsino quadratic coupling while M2 refers to the soft
supersimmetry - breaking Wino mass.
The mass eigenstates of Wino and Higgsino are defined introducing two
unitary matrices Uˆ and Vˆ which diagonalize M2χ:
UˆM2χVˆ† = diag (Mχ1 , Mχ1) (4.2)
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4.1.2 Squark mass matrix
Looking instead at the squark sector we have to consider the 6× 6 up-
squark mass matrix. Since the easiest base for expressing results is the one
in which the dL −
∼
uL − W˜ coupling is diagonal while the dL −
∼
uR − h˜ is
ruled by the CKM matrix VCKM, we adopt from now on this convention.
In our notation we will use uL and uR to refer respectively to left- and right-
handed up type squarks combination but we will sometime just use L, R
when there is no possibility of confusion.
The up-squarks mass matrix is:
M2u =
 (M2u) uLuL (M2u) uLuR(
M2u
)
uRuL
(
M2u
)
uRuR
 (4.3)
To diagonalize this hermitian matrix M2U we introduce the unitary matrix
H:
HM2uH
† = diag (m˜u1 , m˜u2 , ..., m˜u6) = M
2 diag
u (4.4)
The matrix H can be expressed in an analytical form pointing out which
are the dominant contribution in the supersimmetric framework that we
are considering.
The first simplification that we do on this matrix is to write it neglect-
ing the terms proportional to Yu or to m2Z. These terms don’t generate
any sizeable contribution in the limit we are going to consider. Before any
diagonalization we are left with M2u of the form:
M2u =
 (M2u) uLuL (M2u) uLuR(
M2u
)
uRuL
(
M2u
)
uRuR
 =
 M2L Auvu
A†uvu M2R
 (4.5)
where the Au term comes from the supersymmetric soft-breaking la-
grangian given in eq. 1.19 and vu is the vacuum expectation value, vu =
174.3 GeV, in the limit tanβ 1.
We note that assuming this form for M2u we are moving towards the sce-
nario described in section 2.2. In fact we haven’t done yet any assumption
on the Au matrix.
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4.2 up-squarks mass-matrix diagonalization
We now need to diagonalize this up-squark mass-matrix. We must re-
member firstly that in our SU(2)3 model the M2R can be consider diagonal
up to a good approximation. Instead the matrix that diagonalizes M2L is WL
and holds the diagonalization relation W†L M
2
LWL = M
2 diag
L as already given
in eq. 2.33 where:
WL =

cu k∗ −eiγk∗sL
−k cu −eiγcusL
0 eiγsL 1
 (4.6)
Thus, proceding through a perturbative diagonalization of M2u we obtain:
M2u =
 WLM2LW†L Auvu
A†uvu M2R
 =
 WL 0
0 1
 (M0 + M1)
 W†L 0
0 1
 (4.7)
where the matrices M0 and M1 are indexed by the dominant order they
belong to and they take into account terms up to second order in the ex-
pansion in λCKM.
Assuming now that the terms in Au have a hierarchy as the one imposed
from the limits in table 3 we can consider A of the form: Au = AijYujk ≈
yt Ai3δ3k. Utilizing this relation and plugging it in eq. 4.7 we find, up to a
second order in λCKM a matrix of the form:
M0 + (M1) =

m2uL 0 0 0 0 (χ1)
0 m2cL 0 0 0 (χ2)
0 0 m2tL 0 0 χ3
0 0 0 m2uR 0 0
0 0 0 0 m2cR 0
(χ∗1) (χ
∗
2) χ
∗
3 0 0 m
2
tR

(4.8)
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Where χ1 and χ2 are functions of the VCKM and WL parameters. In particu-
lar, following the parametrization given above of the WL matrix, we have:
χ1 = vu (−kA23 + A13cu) (4.9)
χ2 = vu
(
k∗A13 + A23cu + eiγA33sL
)
(4.10)
χ3 = vu
(
A33 − eiγk∗A13sL − eiγA23cusL
)
≈ A33vu (4.11)
Introducing now a hierarchy among these terms: χ3 >> χ1,χ2 we can
proceed diagonalizing firstly the submatrix mtL χ3
χ∗3 mtR
 (4.12)
through a rotation matrix:
T =
 ct st
−st ct
 (4.13)
obtaining Mdiagu = (mt˜1, mt˜2), and then diagonalizing the restant M1 terms
perturbatevely. We end up with a matrix H that is a function of the fun-
damental parameters sL, sh, ch,χ1,χ2 and of the parameters coming from a
parametrization of the CKM matrix.
Choosing such a parametrization to be the one introduced in chapter 2:
VCKM =

1− λ22 λ e−iδssu
−λ 1− λ22 scu
−e−i(δ+φ)ssd −scd 1
 (4.14)
we have as free parameters λ, s, su, sd, cu, cd, δ, φ.
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Ordering the eigenvalues of M2u so that Hij has as first two row indices
those which refers to the two stop masses, we can explicitly write H keeping
in each entry only the dominant terms:
stχ1
m2bL−m
2
dL
−eiγctsL + stχ2m2bL−m2sL ct 0 0 −st
− ctχ1m2tR−m2dL −e
iγstsL − ctχ2m2tR−m2sL st 0 0 ct
1 −k− e−iαd sd − ctstχ1m2bL−m2dL +
ctstχ1
m2tR−m
2
dL
0 0 c
2
t χ1
m2tR−m
2
dL
+
s2t χ1
m2bL−m
2
dL
k∗ + eiαd sd 1 e−iφb sb + eiγsL − ctstχ2m2bL−m2sL +
ctstχ2
m2tR−m2sL
0 0 c
2
t χ2
m2tR−m2sL
+
s2t χ2
m2bL−m
2
sL
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

(4.15)
where the index of the rows are the numbers 1-6 while those of the
columns are uL, cL, tL, uR, cR, tR.
4.3 amplitudes calculation
The amplitudes that we are going to treat are those of the most important
processes which involve charginos. For a previous treatment of some of
them with different assumptions see Ref. [14].
Since we have already discussed the possible observables in the last chapter,
here we directly divide these processes in three classes:
1. B→ µ+µ− and K → piνν¯ chargino mediated processes;
2. B→ Xq + γ penguin diagram chargino mediated;
3. B and K mixing box diagram chargino-squark mediated;
For any of this contribute we report the coefficients ot the effective hamil-
tonians in both cases of Wino and Higgsino dominated scenarios. These
cases correspond to those in which these chargino-mediated processes have
a chargino mass matrix in which respectively either M2 or µ goes to infin-
ity.
We also plot for all the processes the relative observables as a function of
the stop mass mt˜ that refers to mtL = mtR when no further specifications are
given. In order to work out the calculations we also define the quantities
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ξ defined as H†akHkb = ξ
k
ab. These have the following structure for what
concern the B processes:
ξ2tRtR = c
2
t , ξ
2
bLsL
= +st(−steiγsL − ctχ2m2tR−m2sL
),
ξ2bLtR = −stct, ξ2sLtR = ct(−steiγsL −
χ2ct
m2tR−m
2
sL
),
ξ1tRsL = −st(−eiγsLct +
stχ2
m2bL
−m2sL
), ξ1tRtR = s
2
t ,
ξ1bLtR = ctst, ξ
1
sLbL
= ct(−eiγsLct + stχ2m2bL−m2sL
) .
Furthermore, to plot our results we consider as default parameters those of
maximal contribution that means those parameters that in most of the cases
maximize the chargino contributions. These parameters are χ1,χ2 = 12χ3 =
1
2 A33vu with A33 =
√
6mtRmbL. This value for A33 is the one of maximal
mixing as discussed in [21]. The reference values of the other parameters
when there are no further specifications are M2 = 800 GeV, µ = 200 GeV,
mdL = msL = m3 = 3000 GeV. The angle sL that appears in the matrix WL
has a reference value of sL = 0.04 and the same value is taken for k as
argued in [8]. The complex phases have been initially set to zero and will
be discussed at the end of the analysis.
4.3.1 B→ µ+µ− and K → pi ν ν¯
These two processes are very similar. Both of them have a penguin and
a box contribution. Since the box contribution mediated by the chargino
is negligeable, in these processes the only part which must be really taken
into account is the penguin. Nonetheless we first see that the box diagram
contribution is negligeable and then we will move through the analysis of
the two channels.
Box contributions to B→ µ+µ− and K → pi ν ν¯
The µ+µ− production via the B box decay is one of the cleanest theo-
retically decays among B rare decays. It proceeds through the exchange
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of a squark and a sneutrino. The hamiltonian for such a process is, when
mediated by a chargino,:
Heff∆S=2 =
GF√
2
α
pi sin2 θ
m2W X
∼
ν (µ¯γµ (1− γ5) µ) (s¯γµ (1− γ5) b) (4.16)
and the function X
∼
ν is defined by:
X
∼
ν = AbikA¯
s
jkN bjl N¯ silk
(
xik, xjk, xlk
)
(4.17)
Abjl = HldLVˆ
†
1j − gtVtbHltRV†2j (4.18)
A¯sik = H
†
sLkVˆi1 − gtV∗tsH†tRkV†i2 (4.19)
N bjl = ΓldLVˆ†1j (4.20)
N¯ sik = Γ†sLkVˆi1 (4.21)
where gt = mt√2mW sinβ . The i, j indices refer to charginos while k and l refer
respectively to the squark and the sneutrino. The sneutrino enters the box
contribution through the Γ mixing matrices that are the analogous of the
CKM matrix for the slepton sector. In the following these Γ matrices will
be considered equal to the identity without loss of generality.
Under these assumption we obtain:
X
∼
ν =
(
ξ1bLsL∆r1
(
xi, xj, x1
)
+ ξ2bLsL∆r2
(
xi, xj, x2
))
V†1iVj1V
†
1jVi1 +
+g2tλt
(
k
(
xi3, xj3, x1
)
m˜23
+ ξ1tRtR∆r1
(
xi, xj, x1
)
+ ξ2tRtR∆r2
(
xi, xj, x2
))
V†2iVj2V
†
1jVi1 + (4.22)
−gt
(
V∗tbξ
1
tRsL∆r1
(
xi, xj, xl
)
+V∗tbξ
2
tRsL∆r2
(
xi, xj, xl
))
V†1iVj2V
†
1jVi1 +
−gt
(
V∗tdξ
1
bLtR∆r1
(
xi, xj, xl
)
+V∗tdξ
2
bLtR∆r2
(
xi, xj, xl
))
V†2iVj1V
†
1jVi1.
It is easy to see at this point that this kind of processes is forbidden in the
limit in which M2 → ∞, i.e. X
∼
ν
M2→∞ = 0 and this result was expected be-
cause the sneutrino couples only to the Wino and not to the Higgsino.
Instead in the limit in which µ → ∞ we are left with the Wino-only contri-
bution that is:
X
∼
ν
µ→∞ =
(
ξ1bLsL
k
(
xi1, xj1, 1
)
m21
+ ξ2bLsL
k
(
xi2, xj2, 1
)
m22
)
. (4.23)
All these results must be compared to the SM contribution that is λt2
Y0
m2W
.
Analyzing this ratio of NP over SM we have verified that this contribution
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is not sizeable for what concern our analyses.
The analogous box-contribution to B→ µ+µ− is also suppressed and hence
it is irrelevant for our discussion. Compared to K → piµ+µ−, the process
K → piνν¯ doesn’t have long distance contribution and it is therefore theo-
retically cleaner. The hamiltonian for this process is similar to the latter one
for Bs → µµ:
Heff∆S=2 =
GF√
2
α
pi sin2 θ
m2W X
∼
ν (ν¯γµ (1− γ5) ν) (s¯γµ (1− γ5) b) (4.24)
where this time in the functions that give rise to X
∼
ν the role of the sneutrino
is played by the slepton that mediates the contribution. Similarly to what
said above we have checked that this process is not sizeable and doesn’t
have any impact on our analysis. We thus proceed analyzing the penguin
contributions to the mentioned channels.
Penguin contributions Bs → µ+µ− and K → pi + νν¯
The lagrangian of the penguin process b → s + Z that gives rise to Bs →
µ+µ− is given by:
LZFC =
GF√
2
e
2pi2
M2z
cosθ
sinθ
WbsZµ s¯γµ (1− γ5) b + h.c (4.25)
The function Wχbs =
1
8 A
b
jlA¯
s
ikFjilk gives the chargino-mediated contribution
where F is defined as:
Fjilk = Vˆj1Vˆ†1iδlkk
(
xik, xjk
)− 2Uˆi1Uˆ†1jδlk√xikxjk j (xik, xjk)+
−HkqL H†qLlδijk (xik, xlk) . (4.26)
The loop functions k and j are defined in the Appendix 5.2.4 and the i,j,l,k
indices can be easily understood looking at Fig.5.
Expliciting the terms of Wχ in a more concrete way nedds to use the
relation of unitarity ∑k ξk = 0 and the fact that many entries of the H
matrix are zeros as can be seen in equation 4.15. If we express these terms
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Figure 5: Penguin diagrams contributing to the Zb¯s effective vertex (dia-
grams involving self–energy corrections to the external legs are
not explicitly shown).
through the chirality of the mediators (LL, RR, LR), as it was done in [14],
we find:
WχLL =
1
8
{(
ξ1sLbL∆k1
(
xi, xj
)
+ ξ2sLbL∆k2
(
xi, xj
))
V†1jVj1V
†
1iVi1+
−
(
ξ1sLbL∆j1L
(
xi, xj
)
+ ξ1sLbL∆j2
(
xi, xj
))
V†1jVj1V
†
1iVi1 +
+ ∑
k,l=1,2
ξksLtRξ
l
tRbL k (xik, xlk) (1− δlk)V†1iVi1
}
(4.27)
WχRR =
1
8
g2t VtsV
∗
tb
{(
k(xi3, xj3) + ξ1tRtR∆k1
(
xi, xj
)
+ ξ2tRtR∆k2
(
xi, xj
))
V†2jVj1Vi2V
†
1i+
−
(
j(xi3, xj3) + ξ1tRtR∆j1
(
xi, xj
)
+ ξ2tRtR∆j2
(
xi, xj
))
V†2jVi2U
†
1jUi1 +
+ ∑
k,l=1,2
ξktRtRξ
l
tRtR(1− δlk)k (xik, xlk)V†2iVi2 (4.28)
WχLR = −
1
8
gtV∗tb
{(
ξ1tRbL∆k1
(
xi, xj
)
+ ξ2tRbL∆k2
(
xi, xj
))
V1jV†i2Vj1V
†
1i+
−2
(
ξ1tRsL∆j1
(
xi, xj
)
+ ξ2tRsL∆j2
(
xi, xj
))
V†1jUi1U
†
1jVi2 +
− ∑
k,l=1,2
ξktLtRξ
l
tRtL(1− δlk)k (xik, xlk)V†1iVi2
}
+ (V∗tb → Vts, tRsL → bLtR)
(4.29)
In the limit in which M2 is much bigger than µ we are left with an Higgsino-
like contribution to our process. In this case:
WχM2→∞ =
1
8
g2t VtsV
∗
tb
{
∑
k,l=1,2
ξktRtRξ
l
tRtR(1− δlk)k (xik, xlk)
}
. (4.30)
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The plot of the branching ratio of this Higgsino-mediated process over the
standard model branching ratio is plotted in Fig. 6. The SM coefficient in
place of Wχ is λtY0. The Wino contribution is instead given by:
Wχµ→∞ =
1
8
{(
ξ1sLbLk
(
xi1, xj1
)
+ ξ2sLbLk
(
xi2, xj2
))
+
−
(
ξ1sLbL j
(
xi1, xj1
)
+ ξ2sLbL j
(
xi2, xj2
))
+
+ ∑
k,l=1,2
ξksLtRξ
l
tRbLk (xik, xlk) (1− δlk)
}
(4.31)
(4.32)
And this compared to the function λtX0 appearing in the SM lagrangian in
the place of Wbs gives rise to the branching ratio plotted in Fig. 6.
Figure 6: Left: Branching ratio of Bs + µ+µ− including the higgsino contri-
bution.
Right: Branching ratio of Bs → µ+µ− including the wino contri-
bution.
In this plots it is clear how the different parameters affect the BR. We will
analyse what kind of feature each parameter gives to every process in the
next section. So, further on in this section we don’t comment the calculated
contributions. We will present the contributions in the way we think to be
the clearest, trying to draw all the possible dependencies of them on the
parameters but they will be discussed in detail only in chapter 5. Here we
just remark that the number of parameters that enter the Wino mediation
calculations is much greater than in the Higgsino case and in the plots of
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this section what we have mostly tried to show is the dependence of the
observables on the parameters of the A term.
If now we come back to our discussion of Bs → µ+µ− and we consider
the similar quark process K+ → pi+νν¯, we see that all the results for this
process are equal to those found for Bs → µ+µ− once we have done a few
replacements. In fact we obviously need to replace the λt = VtsVtb factors
with λt = VtdVts and similarly the ξ isLbL factors with ξ
i
dLsL
. Furthermore we
have to consider also the contribution of the charm quark in the SM penguin
diagram to get rid of the full SM contribution as can be seen in section 3.4.
Considering also this charm contribution we can plot the branching ratio
of the process K+ → pi+νν¯ in Fig. 7 using eq. 3.2
Figure 7: Left: Branching ratio of K+ → pi+νν¯ including the higgsino con-
tribution.
Right: Branching ratio of K+ → pi+νν¯ including the wino contri-
bution.
We underline also that the process Bd → µ+µ− similar to these anal-
ysed is important. This process is equal to Bs → µ+µ− for the Higgsino-
mediated contribution but has a Wino-mediated contribution enhanced by
a factor VtsVtd compared to the Bd → µ+µ− one. The problem with such a
decay is that experimentally is much more challanging to be detected and
so it turns out to be less imporpant than the previous one. Nonetheless we
plot the branching ratio for Bd → µ+µ− in Fig. 8. Only the Wino contri-
bution has been shown in this figure because the Higgsino contribution is
completely equal to the one shown in Fig. 6 as already said.
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Figure 8: Left: Branching ratio of Bd → µ+µ− including the wino contribu-
tion.
4.3.2 Process B→ Xq + γ/g
We now analyze separately for the sakeness of clarity the chargino-mediated
processes B→ s+ γ and B→ s+ g which have both the following effective
hamiltonian:
He f f = −4GF√
2
λtQ(µ)C(µ) (4.33)
where here µ is an arbitrary scale. The relevant operators as discussed in
section 3.3.2 are:
Q7γ = e16pi2 mb(s¯Lσ
µνbR)Fµν (4.34)
Q8g = qa16pi2 mb(s¯Lσ
µνtabR)Gaµν (4.35)
with Wilson coefficients:
Cγ,g =
2
∑
j=1
{
m2W
m˜2χj
[
|Vj1|2 f (1)γ,g
(
x3j
)
−
2
∑
k=1
∣∣∣∣∣Vj1H1k −Vj2H2k mt√2mW sin β
∣∣∣∣∣
2
f (1)γ,g
(
xkj
)
− Uj2√
2 cos β
mW
m˜χj
[
Vj1 f
(3)
γ,g
(
xkj
)
−
2
∑
k=1
(
Vj1H1k −Vj2H2k mt√
2mW sin β
)
H1k f
(3)
γ,g
(
xkj
)]}
,(4.36)
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where:
f (1)γ (x) =
(7− 5x− 8x2)
36(x− 1)3 +
x(3x− 2)
6(x− 1)4 log x (4.37)
f (2)γ (x) =
(3− 5x)
6(x− 1)2 +
(3x− 2)
3(x− 1)3 log x (4.38)
f (3)γ (x) = (1− x) f (1)γ (x)− x2 f
(2)
γ (x)− 2336 (4.39)
f (1)g (x) =
(2+ 5x− x2)
12(x− 1)3 −
x
2(x− 1)4 log x (4.40)
f (2)g (x) =
(3− x)
2(x− 1)2 −
1
(x− 1)3 log x (4.41)
f (3)g (x) = (1− x) f (1)g (x)− x2 f
(2)
g (x)− 13. (4.42)
The relative standard model coefficients of these processes are instead, re-
spectively for C7γ and C8G the values coming from the functions D′0(xt) and gstronge E
′
0(xt)
evaluated at xt. The ratios between the chargino contribution and these SM
functions are reported in Fig. 9 and 10 in the Wino and Higgsino limit.
Figure 9: Left: Higgsino contribution to the b → s + γ amplitude, normal-
ized to the SM. process.
Right: Wino contribution to the b→ s+ γ amplitude, normalized
to the SM.
In Fig. 11 we instead plot the branching ratio for the cumulative process
B→ Xsγ normalized to the SM one. This ratio, described by eq. 3.12, takes
into account both the previous coefficients C7γ and C8g.
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Figure 10: Left: Higgsino contribution to the b → s + g amplitude, normal-
ized to the SM.
Right: Wino contribution to the b→ s+ g amplitude, normalized
to the SM.
Figure 11: Left: Higgsino contribution to B→ Xsγ.
Right: Wino contribution to B→ Xsγ.
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4.3.3 Process B and K mixing
The chargino contribution in the box-diagram of the BS mixing process is
given by the following hamiltonian where a different operator would take
into account BD or K mixing:
Heff∆S=2 =
GF√
2
α
pi sin2 θ
m2W X
∼
q (s¯γµ (1− γ5) b) (s¯γµ (1− γ5) b) (4.43)
where:
X
∼
q = AbikA¯
s
jkA
b
jlA¯
s
il
kk
(
xi, xj, xl
)
∼
m
2
k
=
= (HkdLVˆ
†
1i − gtVtbHktRV†2i)(H†sLkVˆj1 − gtV∗tsH†tRkV†j2)
(HldLVˆ
†
1j − gtVtbHltRV†2j)(H†sLlVˆi1 − gtV∗tsH†tRlV†i2)
kk
(
xi, xj, xl
)
∼
m
2
k
(4.44)
In the limit in which M2 is much bigger than the other parameters, that is
to say that the mass of the Wino tends to infinite we obtain the simplified
result:
X
∼
q
M2→∞ = ∑
k,l=1,2
(
g2tλtξ
k
tRtR
) (
g2tλtξ
l
tRtR
) kk (xi, xj, xl)
∼
m
2
k
(4.45)
Instead in the limit in which only the Wino-contribution is relevant we
obtain:
X
∼
q
µ→∞ = ∑
k,l=1,2
(
ξkbLsL
) (
ξ lbLsL
) kk (xi, xj, xl)
∼
m
2
k
(4.46)
Comparing these functions with that describing the SM contribution to
the process, i.e. λ2t S0 we obtain the ratios plotted in Fig. 12 that corresponds
to the ratio of M12 (eq. 3.31) in the two cases.
For what concern the K mixing, as was already discussed in chapter 3,
you need to take also into account the charm mediation. Calculating Heff∆S=2
and using formulas 3.21 and 3.26 where new physics enters in the part
proportional to Reλt we have obtained ek that is plotted in Fig.13.
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Figure 12: Left: Higgsino contribution to the B mixing amplitude, normal-
ized to the SM.
Right: Wino contribution to the B mixing amplitude normalized
to the SM.
Figure 13: Left: Higgsino contribution to the ek observable.
Right: Wino contribution to the ek observable.
5
N U M E R I C A L A N A LY S I S
Now that we have shown how chargino-stop exchange may affect the am-
plitudes of all the relevant processes, we analyze in more detail the various
amplitudes in two interesting scenarios.
• The Higgsino only scenario. Assuming M2  µ 1 only the Higgsino
is light and plays a role in mediating flavour-changing processes.
• The Wino scenario. Here we assume that the mass of the Wino is light
enough so that also the Wino contribution is relevant.
In particular, we consider the following hierarchy: 1TeV ≥ M2 ≥ µ ≥
mW .
After having analysed separately these two possible frameworks we will
draw some general conclusions about the observables most sensitive to the
split-family scenario.
5.1 higgsino limit scenario
In the limit in which the mass of the Wino is so high that only the Hig-
gsino contribution is worth of consideration, there are a few features that
arises as general characteristics of the rare processes under discussion.
Firstly it must be stressed that all the contributions depend on only a few
parameters, i.e. the mass of the stops and of the Higgsino, and the trilinear
coupling A33 (or χ3).
Furthermore we notice that in this limit the sign of the contributions due
to box diagrams or Z emission through penguin diagrams is well defined.
This means that varying all the parameters we always have a negative con-
tribution to B → µ+µ− and K → piνν processes, and an enhancement in
the box amplitudes. Nonetheless these processes are not the most impor-
tant when mediated by the Higgsino. In fact, even though B → µ+µ− and
1 It will be specified during the discussion under which assumptions this limit can be con-
sidered valid
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the K mixing must be considered to delineate precisely the chargino effects
in this scenario, the most important contribution comes from the B → Xsγ
process. To give a complete description we thus consider the three observ-
ables B → µ+µ−, eK and B → Xsγ. First of all it is necessary to fully
understand their behaviour under the four parameters that influence them:
µ, χ3, mt˜1 , mt˜2 . To this purpose we have drawn in Fig. 14 the contour plot
that permit to see how these functions vary at the varying of A and mt˜
(the mass of mt˜1 = mt˜2). The same variables were already plotted in Fig.
6, 9 and 13. It is especially interesting to underline the different behaviors
of the three variables at the varying of χ3. We see that increasing χ3 the
BR(B → µ+µ−) decreases, ek remains almost equal while the BR(B → Xsγ)
increases. This behaviour is due to the structure of the loop functions but
since BR(B → Xsγ) receives a contribution proportional to the A term it
increases at augmenting χ3.
Given these three observables it is interesting to investigate deeper both the
correlations among them and the single B → Xsγ branching ratio in order
to characterize properly the higgsino scenario.
5.1.1 Correlation analysis
First we analyse the correlations and to start we plot in Fig. 15 the cor-
relation between eK and BR(B → Xs γ) where the single observables are
always taken to be normalized to the SM one. We also plot in the same
figure the correlation between BR(B → Xs γ) and BR(B → µ+µ−). The
different lines refers to different values of mt˜ and every line is drawn
varying χ3 that corresponds to vary the value of the A term. We see
in these plots that the correlations we find between BR(B → Xs γ) and
B→ µ+µ−) or ek have very different features. In particular it is appreciable
how BR(B→ Xs γ) and BR(B→ µ+µ−) are so strongly correlated. On the
other hand BR(B→ Xs γ) and ek , although having different characteristics
in the parameter space, they show a clear correlation, mainly based on the
mass of the stop.
We point out that in these scenario, for a stop mass of ∼ 600 GeV, an en-
hancement of 10% in Br(B → Xsγ) corresponds to an enhancement of 2%
in ek. This correlation is completely determined in terms of the mass of
the lightest stop and of the higgsino. Although a contribution of 2% to eK
is probably undetectable at present experiments, it is worth to characterize
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Figure 14: Dependence of various observables on mt˜ and χ3 (the A matrix
term relevant for the stop mixing). The three observables are in
order B → µ+µ−, eK and B → Xsγ. The dotted lines are the
isolines for mt1 .
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Figure 15: Left: Correlation between ek and BR(B → Xs γ) for different
values of mt˜ varying A. The A term varies from 0.1 m˜t to 3 m˜t
and the dotted line corresponds to the experimental value for
BR(B → Xs γ). Right: correlation between BR(B → µ+µ−) and
BR(B→ Xs γ) for different values of m˜t.
this correlation because it describes how one can determine if the chargino
contribution is dominant in these processes.
To fully understand this correlation we have done a full scan of the parame-
ters for the B→ Xsγ− ek case in Fig. 16. From this figure it is evident how
much B → Xsγ can be sizeable. Given the fact that the measured value for
B → Xsγ exceeds the SM prediction of about 10% we can see that exists a
region in the parameter space, that corresponds to a low mass of the light-
est stop (<400 GeV), a low A parameter and a mass of the Higgsino below
400 GeV, where there is the possibility for a sizeable contribution in eK.
The colored section of the scan represent instead the possible points given
a defined mass of mt˜1 and µ. It is interesting to see how a definite value of
mt˜1 constraints the parameter space.
Another important assumption that we have considered to be noticeable is
the one that wants the Higgs mass of ca. 125 GeV to be due to the MSSM
corrections discussed in section 1.4.2. Among these corrections the stop
one is the most important because of the large Yukawa coupling. To make
it possible that the Higgs mass is in the range of 122-128 GeV it must be
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Figure 16: Scan for correlation between the two variables ek and BR(B →
Xsγ). In color there is the scan once both mHiggsino and mt1 have
been set. The two different scan overlapped to the main one
correspond respectively to a mass of the lighter stop of 500 GeV
and 700 GeV and are drawn only for positive contributions to
BR(B→ Xsγ)
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that this correction acquires definite values as shown in [21]. The one-loop
formula for this correction is:
δshtop =
3
4pi2
mtop
vu
ln
(
mt˜L mt˜R
m2top
)
+
χ23
mt˜L mt˜R
(
1− χ
2
3
12mt˜L mt˜R
)
(5.1)
where vu = 174.3 GeV. If we try to utilize this correction to reach the Higgs
mass range defined above for high tanβ values we see that this is possible
for only some definite values of mt˜1 and χ3. Inserting this constraining in
the scan we obtain Fig. 17. The same scan for the case BS → µµ− B→ Xsγ
is given in Fig. 18.
Figure 17: Scan for correlation between the two variables ek and BR(→
Xsγ). In color there is the scan imposing that the radiative cor-
rections to the higgs mass due to the stops pose its mass in the
range 122− 125 GeV.
From these to two plot we see not only how constraining is a Higgs mass
of ca. 125 GeV in the MSSM but also how precise would be the correlation
between the observables in this case.
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Figure 18: Scan for correlation between the two variables B → µµ − B →
Xsγ. In color there is the scan imposing that the radiative cor-
rections to the higgs mass due to the stops pose its mass in the
range 122− 125 GeV.
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5.1.2 Mixing between Higgsino and Wino
Now we discuss deeper the B→ Xsγ decay explaining what implications
has its measurements in our framework.
For this decay it is important to define much properly what do we mean
for Higgsino-only contribution and how such contribution is affected in the
case of a low Wino mass.
Nonetheless it is first good to collect the whole information for this process
and describe the complete picture for it. This is done in Fig. 19 where other
than the branching ratio for B → Xsγ, we have drawn the experimental
prediction for this observable and also the constraint coming from the stop
radiative correction to the Higgs mass. These lines meet in the parameter
space pointing to a mass of the stop of about 950 GeV.
Figure 19: In this plot we show how the observable BR(B→ Xsγ) depends
on the variables A and mt˜. Furthermore the orange line fix the
constraints on the parameters coming from the stop radiative cor-
rections to the Higgs mass. The dark red line is the experimental
constraint for BR(B → Xsγ)/BRSM(B → Xsγ) 1.12± 0.12. The
red contour represents half sigma.
Furthermore it must be said that this prediction depends not only on
the values of parameters like A and mstop but also on the signs of these
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Sign of A−mt˜ Sign of µ−mt˜ BR sign wino influence
+ + - -
+ - + -
- + - +
- - + +
Table 4: Description of the sign of the Wino contribution to the BR(B →
Xsγ) as a function of the relative sign between χ3 e mt˜ e µ e tramt˜.
parameters. In fact the process B → Xsγ has a contribution directly pro-
portional to A and one quadratic in A so that changing the relative signs
in the chargino mass matrix we change also the size of the contribution. In
particular we have four different scenarios, depending on the relative signs
between mt˜ − A and mt˜ − µ. In each scenario not only can change the sign
of the BR(B→ Xsγ) but also the way a lighter mass of the wino influences
the branching ratio itself. A lighter wino can in fact sometimes rise the
contribution of the higgsino and other times contrast it. In table 4 all this
information is given. .
One might thus ask when and for which mass the contribution of the
wino becomes sizeable and also how it influences the prediction on the
stop mass.
To answer ones needs first to look at Fig. 10 where it is evident how small is
the contribution of the wino. To quantify how a low mass wino changes the
Br(B → Xsγ) behavior we plot here the same contribution of the Higgsino
to B → Xsγ given in Fig. 20 but taking this time in consideration a low
mass Wino. From the plot we can establish that the assumption made so
far can be considered correct still for a Wino mass of ca. 350 GeV.
To instead look at how a low mass of the wino influences the forecast
made on Fig. 19 for a stop mass we propose the same plot but this time
with a wino mass of 300 GeV in Fig. 21. In this case we see that the limit
on the stop mass changes and because of the shape of the Higgs constraint
on the parameters it is difficult that the prediction for the stop mass can
be lowered. For a different set of the signs of table 4 we can have different
prediction for the mass so that the final possible range is 750-1300 GeV. In
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Figure 20: Behaviour of C7 as the wino mass is lowered.
particular, as can be appreciated in Fig. 21, a Wino mass of 300 GeV can
bring the stop mass prediction up to 1300 and even more once taken into
account the experimental errors.
5.2 low mass wino scenario
In the case in which M2 is relatively light we see that the Wino starts to
give a relevant contribution to many observables. To see how this contribu-
tion rises up it’s worth to firstly characterize a Wino-only contribution. We
see that in this case there are more parameters which play an important role
other than χ3 and mt˜1 , mt˜2 that are M2, sL, χ1, χ2, and the mass of the first
two generations that appears in the diagonalization of the matrix M2u. We
will call mhigh this mass. We see that also the A terms (i.e. χ1, χ2, χ3) turn
out to be more important parameters in this scenario because they enter the
computation directly and not just influencing the mass of the third genera-
tion squarks as happened for the higgsino scenario except that for B→ Xsγ.
In the wino case also the sign of χ1, χ2, χ3 and of sL are extremely relevant
and they are able to change the sign of the branching ratios.
The relevant observables in the Wino-only scenario are BR(Bs → µ+µ−),
BR(K → piνν¯) and secondarily the K mixing process that corresponds to
the observable eK. Other than these observables we study also the complex
observables ∆φBs and ∆φBd that together with eK constitute the only way to
access information hidden in the complex phases.
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Figure 21: In this plot we show how the observable BR(B → Xsγ) depends
on the variables A and mt˜. While before the mass of the Wino
was taken at 800 GeV here it is fixed at 300 GeV. Furthermore the
orange line fix the constraints on the parameters coming from the
stop radiative corrections to the Higgs mass. The dark red line is
the experimental constraint for BR(B → Xsγ)/BRSM(B → Xsγ)
1.12± 0.12. The red contour represents half sigma.
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Since there are many more parameters than in the Higgsino-only scenario it
is useless to show the contour plots of the interesting variables, nonetheless
we recall that the relevant observables just mentioned were shown in Fig. 6,
7 and 13.
As before we report here in Fig. 22 the observables used in the analysis that
have not already been plotted. The variable ek discussed here were already
plotted in Fig. 13
Figure 22: Left: Branching ratio for the process B→ µ+µ−.
Right: Branching ratio for the process K+ → pi+ ν ν
.
To analyze this scenario we study first the correlations between the vari-
ables pointing out the role of the various parameters and then we proceed
through a scan of these variables describing the most interesting areas of
the parameter space.
5.2.1 Analysis of the correlations among rare B and K decays
We start giving in Fig. 23 the correlation plot between Br(Bs → µ+µ−)
and Br(K+ → pi+ ν ν) and the correlation plot between Br(K → piνν¯) and
eK for different values of the lighter stop mt1 at the varying of χ2 to show
how the correlation is independent from the mass but varies with χ2.
To deepen our understanding in this correlation we have first drawn the
same correlation plot but varying M2 instead of χ2 that here has the value of
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1
2
√
6mtRmbL (Fig. 24) and then we have proceeded through a complete scan
of the parameter space. It is worth to stress how the Wino mass controls
the size of the correlation. From the value of 200 GeV (lower point) to 800
Gev (upper point) the contribution doubles.
Figure 23: Left: Correlation between Br(Bs → µ+µ−) and Br(K+ → pi+ ν ν)
for different values of m˜t varying A. The value of the A term
varies from 0.1 m˜t to 3 m˜t.
Right: correlation between Br(s → dνν¯) and eK for different val-
ues of m˜t.
Anyway, to fully understand the scan it is first necessary to comprehend
the role of all the parameters.
5.2.2 Role of sL and A
We have realized that the parameters sL and χ1,χ2 play an important
role. These parameters influence the observables almost in the same man-
ner because they enter the computation in the same way. The main feature
that these parameters implement is the possibility of switching the sign of
the branching ratio contributions in which they are involved except for the
box processes which sign cannot be changed because they have a quadratic
dependence.
More than this they control the size of the observables at their rising in
module.
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Figure 24: Correlation between Br(Bs → µ+µ−) and Br(K+ → pi+ ν ν) for
different values of m˜t varying M2.
5.2.3 Scan of the correlations in the parameter space
In the plots of correlation (Fig.23, 24) it seems that the observables are
strongly correlated for a given mt˜. To investigate if this correlation is real
once established the importance of sL and the A terms we proceed through
a scan of the parameter space in Fig.25 and Fig.26 where we can see how
these correlations survive nonetheless the amount of parameters that influ-
ence.
In Fig.25 we plot the correlation between the three observables varying only
one parameter at a time and fixing the others at the default value.
We notice that eK has no sizeable contribution from the chargino mediation
under these assumptions. Since nonetheless the other two variables con-
tinue being interesting we have done a total scan of the parameters to see
how sL, χ1, ,χ2, that broke the correlation, as one can see in Fig. 25, act on
the observables.
We have thus decided to draw in Fig.26 the scan between Br(Bs → µ+µ−)
and Br(K+ → pi+ ν ν) where every point is obtained maximizing both the
observables among those variables that are not sL, χ1, χ2. These variables
are instead varied in the range −0.04 < sL < 0.04, −0.5χ3 < χ1 < 0.5χ3.
The confirmation that the variables other than χ1, χ2 and sL leave the corre-
lation intact at their varying is given in Fig.27. In this scan only χ2 and sL
have been fixed while the other variables are left free of varying. The differ-
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ent colours correspond to different values of χ1, it is also evident how these
parameter is able to control the slope of the line. We can conclude that,
despite the different shape and the small contributions the three variables
are well correlated.
5.2.4 Study of the complex phases
In the whole analysis up to now we have neglected the complex phases
which actually enter at every stage of our computations. In particular we
should have considered the phase γ which enters in the WL matrix and the
phases of the A matrix, one for every term: χ1, χ2 and χ3. These phases
play an important role in ∆φBs and ∆φBd other than eK.
We plot in Fig.28 the correlation plots between these observables as a func-
tion of the various parameters. These plots show how the three observables
are correlated through these phases. In particular we see that since all the
three phases of χ1, χ2 and χ3 are important in determining the correlation,
it is not possible to infer any information on one observable with the knowl-
edge of the other two.
Among these contributions we distinguish that actually there could be an
important effect to ek mainly due to the phase γ and to the phase of χ1.
These effect, being of the order of 10% might actually be sizeable and worth
of attention.
To study it in detail we have taken a maximal contribution of one of the
phases, i.e. χ1 and we have plot the correlation between eK and the other
interesting variables in this scenario in Fig. 29. From these plots we con-
clude that there is space for a sizeable effect. Nonetheless it must be always
remembered that the parameters which enter the computation in this sce-
nario are quite numerous and it is thus not easy to define to what kind of
parameter is due a definite correlation.
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Figure 25: High: correlation between Br(Bs → µ+µ−) and Br(K+ →
pi+ ν ν). Center: correlation between eK and Br(K+ → pi+ ν ν).
Down: correlation between eK and ∆φBd . In these plots the dif-
ferent parameters give a different contribution to the observables
and the single contributions must be summed to find the total
one.
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Figure 26: Correlation between Br(Bs → µ+µ−) and Br(K+ → pi+ ν ν).
Figure 27: Study of the correlation between Br(Bs → µ+µ−) and Br(K+ →
pi+ ν ν) keeping fixed χ1, χ2, sL. The different colors correspond
to different values of χ1.
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Figure 28: Left: correlation between ∆φBs and ∆φBd . Center: correlation be-
tween ∆φBs andeK.
Right: correlation between ∆φBd andeK. In these plots the differ-
ent parameters give a different contribution to the observables
and the singles contributions must be summed to find the total
one.
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Figure 29: Up: correlation between eK and Br(K+ → pi+ ν ν).
Down: correlation between eK and Br(Bs → µ+µ−). In these
plots the different parameters give a different contribution to the
observables and the parameter space is scanned keeping atten-
tion in finding the points of greatest contribution in both the
observables.
C O N C L U S I O N S
We have then reached the end of our research path. It is maybe worth
shortly looking back and concluding the work, underlying those aspects
that we think are important for the coming research of these analyzed rare
decays.
From the existing bounds we know that while the Higgsino can be light,
and is required to be light by naturalness arguments (µ ≤ 400 GeV), the
Wino can be of the order the TeV without any constraint. From this starting
point, if the Wino is heavy (more than 500 GeV) the only process that can
give rise to sizeable effects is B → Xsγ. Since the deviations from the
SM in other observables are not sizeable, it is not possible to measure the
features of the correlation between this observable and the others, even if
they show a precise pattern of correlations. What instead is constraining
for this variable is the requirement that the Higgs mass of about 125 GeV
comes from the radiative corrections due to the stop. These corrections
define a precise area in the parameter space that determines also a defined
mass for the lighter stop. From the discussion of the previous chapter (see
Fig. 19), the lightest stop mass seems to fall in the range 750− 1300 GeV.
Since the Higgs requirement points toward high A terms and given the
fact that BR(B → Xsγ) grows linearly in A, we find that the mass of the
lightest stop must be specifically heavy to maintain the theoretical value for
BR(B− > Xsγ) in agreement with the experimental value that differs from
the SM of about 10%. This prediction is quite stable in this framework and
we have seen that even if the Wino is light it remains valid. We can say that
in a sense the Wino does not affect this process (under the assumption of
the U(2)3 flavour symmetry) leaving all its features and predictions intact.
The only way to have a lighter stop in this framework is either to assume a
non-minimal Higgs sector (e.g. with a extra SU(2)L singlet) or to assume
some fine–tuned cancellation in B → Xsγ from non-minimal sources of
U(2)3 breaking.
On the other hand, for a low mass of the Wino, what really becomes
sizeable is the process K → piνν and secondarily Bs → µ+µ−. These two
processes are extremely correlated despite the large amount of parameters
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that come into play when the Wino is light (see Fig. 26). This correlation
is persistent also if we switch on arbitrary complex phases in the theory,
even if in this case it becomes a bit weaker. Taking in consideration the free
complex phases of the parameters in the disoriented A term scenario that
we have defined, also the observable ek can be sizeable and it is strongly
correlated to the other two processes just mentioned (see Fig. 29).
We have thus reached our aim, namely to identify a possible pattern of
correlations that, in the future, could allow to identify (or disproof) the
presence of chargino-mediated amplitudes in rare K and B decays.
L O O P F U N C T I O N S
Here we report the loop functions needed for our calculations. The loop
functions are defined recursevely according to the following recursive rela-
tion:
f (x, y, z1, ...., zn−2) =
f (x, z1, ......., zn−2)− f (y, z1, ......., zn−2)
x− y (.2)
The initial definition of the given functions is:
l(x) =
x log x
x− 1 , k(x) =
x2 log x
x− 1 . (.3)
The ∆k, ∆j, ∆r functions are defined as:
∆kl
(
xi, xj, ...
)
= k
(
xil, xjl, ...
)− k (xi3, xj3, ...) , (.4)
j
(
xil, xjl, ...
)
=
√
xil, xjl, ... l
(
xil, xjl, ...
)
, (.5)
∆jl
(
xi, xj, ...
)
= j
(
xil, xjl, ...
)− j (xi3, xj3, ...) , (.6)
∆rk
(
xi, xj, ...
)
=
k
(
xik, xjk, ...
)
∼
m
2
k
− k
(
xi3, xj3, xl3
)
∼
m
2
3
(.7)
In the limit in which the first two generations of squarks have a great mass,
i.e.
∼
m3,
∼
m4,
∼
m5,
∼
m6 tend to infinity, the ∆ functions tends to the normal
functions, that is:
∆kl
(
xi, xj, ...
)→ k (xil, xjl, ...) , (.8)
∆jl
(
xi, xj, ...
)→ j (xil, xjl, ...) ,∆rk (xi, xj, ...)→ k (xik, xjk, ...)∼
m
2
k
. (.9)
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B Here we report the SM loop functions for the rare decays analysed.
B0(xt) =
1
4
[
xt
1− xt +
xt ln xt
(xt − 1)2
]
(.10)
C0(xt) =
xt
8
[
xt − 6
xt − 1 +
3xt + 2
(xt − 1)2 ln xt
]
(.11)
D0(xt) = −49 ln xt +
−19x3t + 25x2t
36(xt − 1)3 +
x2t (5x
2
t − 2xt − 6)
18(xt − 1)4 ln xt (.12)
E0(xt) = −23 ln xt +
x2t (15− 16xt + 4x2t )
6(1− xt)4 ln xt +
xt(18− 11xt − x2t )
12(1− xt)3 (.13)
D′0(xt) = −
(8x3t + 5x
2
t − 7xt)
12(1− xt)3 +
x2t (2− 3xt)
2(1− xt)4 ln xt (.14)
E′0(xt) = −
xt(x2t − 5xt − 2)
4(1− xt)3 +
3
2
x2t
(1− xt)4 ln xt (.15)
S0(xt) =
4xt − 11x2t + x3t
4(1− xt)2 −
3x3t ln xt
2(1− xt)3 (.16)
S0(xc) = xc (.17)
S0(xc, xt) = xc
[
ln
xt
xc
− 3xt
4(1− xt) −
3x2t ln xt
4(1− xt)2
]
. (.18)
X0(xt) =
xt
8
[
xt + 2
xt − 1 +
3xt − 6
(xt − 1)2 ln xt
]
(.19)
Y0(xt) =
xt
8
[
xt − 4
xt − 1 +
3xt
(xt − 1)2 ln xt
]
(.20)
Z0(xt) = −19 ln xt +
18x4t − 163x3t + 259x2t − 108xt
144(xt − 1)3 +
+
32x4t − 38x3t − 15x2t + 18xt
72(xt − 1)4 ln xt. (.21)
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